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PREFACE

The Director, Air Traffic Service (AAT-l) of the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) has sponsored the RNAV direct route flight plan filing,
operational evaluation (coded Operation Free Flight) throughout the National
Airspace System with the cooperation of Eastern, United, and Pan American
World Airlines who volunteered to participate in the test. Primary responsi-
bility for this evaluation was assigned to the FAA's Procedures Division,
AAT-300.

The program manager and principal author of this document was Lt. Cmdr.
Wayne Minnick, USN, who is assigned to the FAA's En Route Procedures Branch
(AAT-330), Washington, D.C. Mr. Baysil Ward of the En Route Procedures
Branch helped to develop the evaluation initially and contributed in writing
Sections 200 and 400. Messrs. George Weimer and Drex Barksdale of the
FAA's Southern Region, Air Traffic Division, coordinated day-to-day opera-
tional aspects of the evaluation with all Air Route Traffic Control Centers
(ARTCCs) that were affected by the test, and they were primarily responsi-
ble for determining and reporting the ATC system impact of the operational
evaluation.

The scope of this evaluation included the collection of factual information
regarding an informal RNAV direct route practice which had evolved over a
period of years between controllers and pilots and a carefully structured set
of objectives established to help determine the feasibility of modifications
to the National Airspace System for the benefit of all RNAV users and, ulti-
mately, the nation through the development of more efficient relationships
between traffic flows, airspace allocations, system capacity, and future air
navigation systems.

A critical role in this evaluation was performed by the many unnamed pilots
and controllers who provided the data reported herein, and the following
members of the participating airlines:

Captain Mike Fenello ---------- Former Vice President,
System Operations, Eastern
Airlines. Current Deputy
Administrator, FAA

Mr. Edwin Price --------------- ATC Specialist, Eastern Airlines

Captain John Perkinson -------- Manager, Airway Traffic Control,

United Airlines

Mr. Des Lenncn ---------------- Flight Dispatch Services
Manager, United Airlines

Captain Don Lovern ------------ Domestic and Latin America Chief
Pilot, Pan American World Airways

Mr. Jerry Murphy -------------- Station Chief and Flight
Superintendent Miami, Pan
American World Airways



The work performed by Messrs. Hillard Bohler and Pearlis Johnson, and Ms.
Carolyn Edwards of the FAA's Office of Management System, in coordinating
the automated data management functions was superb and essential to the
evaluation's success. Hr. Alan Kaprelian of the Transportation Systems
Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts, managed the actual automation of the data
and developed the necessary software for its tabulation and analysis.

Finally, Miss SuEllen Gardner tirelessly performed the ardous task of typing
the report, assisted by Mrs. Janice Vitko.
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100 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

An operational evaluation of the feasibility of permitting the filing of direct
route flight plans, without route definition, between departure and arrival

area fixes serving selected city-pairs was conducted by the Federal Aviation
Administration, Procedures Division (AAT-300). The evaluation commenced on
June 1, 1980, and continues to date. Data was collected from participating
pilots and airlines and air route traffic control centers (ARTCCs) from June 1
through December 31, 1980. Data continues to be collected from ARTCCs. The
operational evaluation, which operated under the code words "Operation Free
Flight," was designed around four primary and nine secondary objectives, all

of which focused on the practical use of area navigation systems in today's
environment, resulting benefits, and possible ATC system prohibitions and

impacts. The evaluation centered around the en route phase of flight at high
altitudes, generally above FL 290. This report addresses the objectives,
methodology employed, results, and conclusions.

110 DESCRIPTION OF THE OPERATIONAL EVALUATION

Operation Free Flight involved the voluntary participation of Eastern, United,
and National Airlines and Pan American World Airways. City-pairs were selected
based upon these participants' scheduled flights which were conducted by air-
craft with some type of RNAV avionics. Departure and arrival area fixes were
determined through coordination with local ATC facilities in order to avoid
disruption of established traffic flows. Latitude and longitude coordinates
were used to identify fixes which were not adapted in departure and interme-
diate ARTCC computers. The resulting route descriptions were provided to
the participants and each ARTCC within the contiguous United States. These
'routes" were subsequently filed by the participating airlines when their
analysis indicated that the Operation Free Flight route would be more econo-
mical (considering fuel costs) than normal airway routes. A total of 39
city-pairs were identified in this manner. During the data-collection phase,

27 city-pairs were evaluated.

Data was collected from the airlines and pilots by a questionnaire which was
designed to provide information about each flight relative to possible reroutes
via airways, the locations and reasons for such reroutes, and data concerning
fuel consumption. The questionnaire was designed to satisfy three of the four
technical objectives. A total of 529 questionnaires were received from a
total of 1,919 actual participants.

Data was collected from each ARTCC in support of the fourth technical objective
concerning possible ATC system impacts. The means of collecting this infor-
mation was also by questionnaire which was designed to elicit subjective
responses concerning possible impacts. A total of 49 questionnaires were
received. These data were augmented by numerous telephone conversations
between ARTCC and project personnel.

120 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Operation Free Flight was designed to satisfy four major objectives and nine
subobjectives:

1. Determine the feasibility of permitting the filing of direct route
flight plans without detailed route definition by examining the rate
of success in receiving direct route clearances, i.e., cleared as
filed. Included in this objective, were three subobjectives:

1-1



- Determine locations of reroutes via the VOR system or via direct,
as appropriate.

- Determine the reasons for reroutes via the VOR system for the
purpose of identifying system prohibitions in support of Objec-
tive 3.

- Examine general pilot attitude toward the utility of their RNAV
equipment in today's system.

2. Determine the potential fuel savings which may be realized by flying
direct. A subobjective was:

- Determine how successful Operation Free Flight participants were in
achieving their estimated fuel savings potential.

3. Determine ATC system prohibitions to direct route clearances, if any.

4. Determine ATC system impact of Operation Free Flight in terms of:

- Controller workload;

- NAS 9020 :omputer processing demands;

- NAS 9020 computer's ability to accurately post flight progress
strips within and between ARTCCs;

- Departure/arrival flow compatibility; and

- En route airspace conflicts.

130 PRIMARY RESULTS

Primary results are provided in this subsection. Detailed data concerning
these findings are contained in Section 600, and a more exhaustive summary of
results is contained in Section 700.

0 Overall, participants were very successful in being able to conduct
their flights via the RNAV great circle routes between departure and
arrival area fixes:

- 80.5% flew 100% of the distance direct.

- 93.6% of all aircraft flew more than 80% of the distance direct.

- 88.1% of all aircraft flew more than 90% of the distance direct.

0 Based upon the participating airlines analysis of fuel costs, where
the Operation Free Flight routes were compared with normal airway
routing, the airlines asked for the great cirle route for 36% of
5,356 flights; thus, 1,919 flights actually participated over the
6 month period.

o No valid ATC system prohibitions were noted. However, the following
'constraints" were identified.

o Incompatibility with "Traffic Arrival Flow" at destination airports
was determined to be a problem area in a few cases. However, all
were resolved without difficulty.
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* Special Use Airspace, including ATC assigned airspace areas, did
not prove to be a significant system prohibition. Major special
use airspace complexes which are frequently active may require use
of intermediate fixes in the route of flight which will ensure

clearance in order to avoid circuitous routing around them in a
less fuel efficient manner.

" Controllers frequently, but unintentionally, contributed to system
problems and eventual impact to participants by reclearing flights
direct to destination without regard for arrival area fixes, or
where necessary, arrival flow fixes. In every case identified,
this "accommodation" caused problems later in the flight due to
arrival flow requirements and associated airspace constraints at
the destination ARTCC and, in some cases, the ARTCC adjacent to
the destination facility.

0 Pilot attitude regarding the utility of their RNAV equipment was
strongly skewed in a positive direction.

Fuel consumption data were received from 12% of the participating
flights.

* Documented fuel savings from Operation Free Flight participants
amount to 2.03% of the estimated fuel consumption via airways. Under
an expanded program, where all users could duplicate the procedure
followed during the evaluation, the projected fuel savings for commer-
cial aviation over a 12-month period is 40,000,000+ gallons (pro-
jected from CY 1979 fuel consumption data). Fuel savings to general
aviation and the military could not be estimated due to lack of
detailed data concerning installed RNAV avionics and use in the
high altitude structure.

0 The marginal difference between direct (great circle) and via airways
fuel consumption in nearly all cases was not large. Therefore,
significant fuel savings can be achieved only through an increase in
the scale of participation on a daily basis.

* Between city-pairs, fuel savings ranged from 0.8% to 4.9% of estimated
airway consumption. In gallons, the mean fuel savings range was from
84 gallons to 287 gallons per flight.

0 The participating airlines are marginally successful in predicting
when fuel savings will accrue by flying the shortest distance, as
opposed to an airway route.

* Most flights saved fuel, based upon the estimates of consumption;
however, 21.2% did not.

* 64.6% achieved 80% or more of their estimated fuel savings, with
14.2% achieving somewhere between 1% and 79%.

* 21.4% of all flights that flew 100% of the distance direct, as
filed, achieved less than 1% of their fuel savings potential.
Weather and upper winds were frequently cited by pilots as reasons
for not achieving their potential.
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* Overall, there was no adverse impact to the ATC system due to
Operation Free Flight from the standpoint of controller workload, NAS
9020 computer processing demands, or the 9020 computer's ability to
accurately post flight progress strips within and between ARTCCs.

0 Relatively minor adjustments to departure or arrival areas fixes were
required in order to achieve traffic flow compatibility. These were
made within the context of the program and were considered not to be
impacts.

0 Two types of en route airspace conflicts were identified; one was
related to incompatibility with traffic arrival flow and the other to
an en route crossing situation with high altitude arrivals into
Denver. Neither of these conflicts was considered to be impacts in
the strict sense, being resolvable within the context of the program
or routine controller actions.

140 CONCLUSIONS

Major conclusions are summarized below and are drawn from the data and analysis
contained in Section 600. Section 800 contains all conclusions, organized
under each technical objective.

* The operational concept of filing great circle routes between departure
and arrival fixes, at altitudes above FL 290, without a series of
waypoints between such fixes was determined to be feasible in a radar
environment, provided the following are accomplished:

1. A means for determining and publishing the appropriate departure
and arrival area fixes for each terminal area must first be
developed and implemented. Additionally, in some cases, turn
points to avoid Special Use Airspace and traffic flow points will
require identification and subsequent publication.

2. The handbook for controllers, FAA Order 7110.65B, will require
revision to permit and explain procedures for controllers use of
latitude/longitude coordinates within the domestic airspace to
identify nonadapted fixes in a route of flight.

3. Development of a new equipment suffix code to identify aircraft
with any type of area navigation capability, regardless of the
method of certification.

4. The Airman's Information Manual (AIM) will require revision to
explain the operational concept validated herein. This change's
scope will be related to #1 above.

* The routes between certain city-pairs which were evaluated by
Operation Free Flight are considered to be validated based upon this
report's findings. These city-pairs and associated departure/arrival
area fixes should be proposed additions to the IFR Preferred Route
system, published in the Airport Facility Directory. The following
city-pairs are considered validated:
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ATL-SEA MIA-SFO JFK-IAH EWR-SFO
ATL-SFO MIA-ORD JFK-SFO EWR-ORD
ATL-LAX LAX-MIA JFK-LAX
ATL-ORD LAX-ORD ORD-MIA
ATL-P IT LAX-JFK ORD-LAX
ATL-BUF IAH-JFK ORD-EWR
MIA-LAX SFO-JFK CLT-LGA

" Frequent but prudent use of great circle routes should result in fuel
savings of approximately 2% over airway consumption. This evalua-
tion has shown that acheving fuel savings is a function of more than
distance flown. Analysis of other variables, such as upper wind
vectors, air temperature, atmospheric pressure, power settings, and
gross weight, has to be conducted in conjunction with distance in
order to most effectively save fuel on any given flight. Moreover,
knowledge of departure and arrival traffic flows, especially for the
major hubs, is essential for both obtaining an initial "direct"
clearance and avoiding subsequent reroutes which will probably offset
fuel savings gained en route.

* Incompatibility with traffic arrival flows was the only significiant
system prohibition identified. Special Use Airspace was a factor
predominately between two city-pairs but can be resolved through
minor route modification. ATC Assigned Airspace in the Positive
Control Area (PCA) did not prove to be a limiting factor during the
test.

* The impact of the foregoing "system prohibitions" was determined to
be relatively minor and correctable in each case. However, the fact
that some action will be required to negate the system prohibitions
is evidence that the National Airspace System, as currently struc-
tured, cannot uniformly and continuously accept unrestrained direct
route flight without imposing restrictions. The establishment of
departure and arrival fixes, turn points, and arrival flow fixes will
be required in many cases to achieve compatibility with dense traffic
flows and avoid conflict with major Special Use Airspace complexes.
These requirements will not necessarily apply in all cases, however,
as some great circle routes between cities are very compatible with
the flow of traffic.

* There was no adverse impact on controllers with regard to workload.

• There was no adverse impact with regard to the NAS 9020. In order
to reduce the use of latitude/longitude coordinates, however, it
appears appropriate to examine the feasibility of adapting, in all
ARTCCs, the departure/arrival and flow fixes which serve major
airports and metroplexes. This would be an enhancement to the
controller in terms of machine entry and display, as well as strip
perusal.

" Departure and arrival flow compatibility should be achieved once the
publication actions identified above are completed and users are
cognizant of appropriate fixes to use in their route of flight.
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Potential en route airspace conflicts appear to be reduced in most
cases of direct routing. Airspace efficiency, as measured through
usage and flexibility, should increase proportionate to the number
of users having the navigational capability to deviate from the
structured airway system. The relatively small number of areas where
an incompatibility exists between direct routing and airspace confi-
gurations can be compensated for by the ATC system without adverse
impact.

I
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200 INTRODUCTION

In 1970, the FAA established the high altitude RNAV airway structure. Because
these airways were generally aligned to avoid all special use airspace and
coincide with regional traffic flows, they offered little in mileage savings
over the VOR airway structure. Moreover, the RNAV structure did not take
into consideration the more subtle center to center arrival and departure
preferential traffic flows that have evolved overtime. Since SIDs and STARS
and other preferential procedures were usually tied-in to the VOR system, the
RNAV route structure proved cumbersome to use, and after a short period of
interest in the early 70's (especially by the aircarriers), the RNAV airway
structure has never been used to any great degree. As a result, in 1978,
after coordination with users, the RNAV airway structure was reduced from
166 routes to 73 routes, from 74,000 route miles to 50,000 route miles.
Currently, the FAA is examining the feasibility of eliminating all published
RNAV airways with exception of a few in Alaska, as well as the attendant RNAV
En Route Chart series.

Although the RNAV airway system proved less than utilitarian, there has been
considerable growth in advanced RNAV avionics and a steady increase in the
use of those systems by a variety of users. The equipment continued to be
used to navigate on oceanic routes and in areas where conventional navigation
aids were limited. Demand for special applications in the Northeast Corridor
and Gulf Coast areas, predominately by the helicopter community, spurred
additional research into certain types of RNAV systems which would meet their
specialized requirements. Concurrently, RNAV instrument approaches were
established at many locations (384 to date) and additional waypoint informa-
tion was published on several conventional approaches and STARs for the
benefit of RNAV equipped aircraft.

By the end of the previous decade, it was becoming apparent that the potential
economy and utility of area navigation would best be realized by random point-
to-point routes rather than by any of the several structured routes or grid
systems that had been considered. In fact, as more aircraft became RNAV
equipped, and as controllers and pilots became more familiar with its capa-
bilities, an informal RNAV direct route technique developed in the National
Airspace System. After departing the terminal area, pilots would ask for
"RNAV DireLt Destination." When traffic permitted and based on an overall
knowledge of the route acceptance "upstream", controllers would often clear
the aircraft as requested. This generally required controllers to use lati-
tude/longitude coordinates to identify distant navigation aids not adapted
in their computer. As this practice became more prevalent, questions were
raised as to the propriety of using coordinates to describe domestic routes,
the existence of a controller recognizable route, excessive NAS 9020 computer
processing demands, and controller workload. In order to answer these ques-
tions and to obtain factual information, an operational evaluation was deve-
loped. This document describes the detailed results of the evaluation
which was coded "Operation Free Flight."
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210 BACKGROUND

The direct route flight plan operational evaluation between selected airports
(Operation Free Flight) commenced on June 1, 1980, and is still currently
active. Data was collected through December 31 from pilots and the partici-
pating airlines by means of a questionnaire. A separate questionnaire was
used to collect information from Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCCs)
relative to ATC system impacts and controller workload.

Data obtained from the pilot questionnaire include date of flight, flight
identification, time of departure and arrival, city-pair, success rate in
obtaining IFR clearance as filed, subsequent changes en route regarding
reroutes of the aircraft, reason for reroute, location of the reroute, pilot
viewpoint relative to the utility of his RNAV equipment, and a series of fuel
data which pertain to each flight.

Data obtained from the ARTCC questionnaire include ARTCC identification,
date, aircraft identification, whether or not the aircraft was rerouted
and, if so, where and why , and whether or not an impact to ARTCC operations
occurred and, if so, what kind of impact. Instructions to the ARTCCs required
execution of the questionnaire only if an impact occurred, unless the facility
desired to communicate comments which were broader in scope.

Copies of the questionnaires used during the evaluation are contained in
Appendixes A and B.

Data from the pilot questionnaires were collected, evaluated, and analyzed by
the FAA Air Traffic Service, En Route Procedures Branch (AAT-330), Operation
Free Flight Project Manager. Computer support for data management from the
Transportation Systems Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts, was arranged by the
FAA Office of Management Systems.

Data from the ARTCC questionnaires were collected, evaluated, and analyzed by
the FAA Southern Region, Air Traffic Division (ASO-500).

Throughout the evaluation, close coordination was effected between the Project
Manager, ASO-500 staff, participating airline representatives, and ARTCCs.
Thus, adjustments were made on several occasions to city-pairs and specific
routes, as flight schedule changes were made by the airlines or unforeseen
problems developed with a particular route.

220 PURPOSE OF THE EVALUATION

The primary purpose of Operation Free Flight was to obtain factual data
relative to the informal random use of RNAV which was previously discussed.
Adjunctive to this were several specific objectives which stemmed from the
concept of permitting flight plan direct route filing from departure fixes to
arrival fixes serving the departure and arrival airports, respectively. Under
this concept, the route of flight between the fixes was via great circle, and
the route was not otherwise defined to ATC, such as by a series of waypoints
along the route of flight.
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230 ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

The results of the data collected for six months from Operation Free Flight
are presented in the remainder of this report. Section 300 provides the
operational concept of the evaluation, precautions taken, and responsibilities.
A detailed list of technical objectives and discussion of their relationship
to the purpose of the evaluation are contained in Section 400. Section 500
explains the methodology employed initially and throughout the test period.
Copies of the questionnaires used during the evaluation are contained in
Appendixes A and B. Appendix C provides lists of routes used between the
selected city-pairs during the test period and currently. Appendix D contains
the answers to the pilot questionnaires which formed the data base. A discus-
sion of test results and analysis is presented in Section 600, and Section 700
summarizes the evaluation results. Section 800 offers conclusions.
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300 OPERATIONAL CONCEPT

The operational concept of Operation Free Flight was to permit preselected
aircraft with RNAV capability to file direct route flight plans, without
pre-coordination, between departure and arrival area fixes (identified by
latitude/longitude) for certain paired airports during periods of normal and
heavy ATC system demand. The major portion of such direct routes were con-
ducted above FL 290 and totally in a radar environment.

Instrinsic to this concept is the postulation that each Air Route Traffic
Control Center's (ARTCC's) NAS 9020 computer can accurately process and
track flights utilizing latitude/longitude coordinates and print fix posting
data in terms of fix/radial/distance (FRD) on flight progress strips; and that
the ARTCC controller's route display feature will depict a route of flight
which has been defined by adapted fixes and latitude/longitude coordinates for
nonadapted fixes.

310 PRECAUTIONS

Two precautions were taken throughout the evaluation. First, ARTCC radar and
computer equipment was required to be operational. If one or both failed,
controllers were instructed to reclear Operation Free Flight participants
via the VOR system. Secondly, in order to guard against potential adverse
system impact, the number of city-pairs and flights permitted to participate
were low initially. As more experience was gained, adjustments to both were
made.

320 RESPONSIBILITIES

The following responsibilities were developed prior to the test commencing and
disseminated to appropriate offices. Controller briefings were conducted and
a single point of contact was established at each ARTCC. Each participating
airline briefed flight dispatch personnel and disseminated additional written
material to all pilots concerned.

321 FAA RESPONSIBILITIES

FAA responsibilities were enumerated as follows:

I. The Chief, Procedures Division (AAT-300) will provide general
direction and guidance throughout the test period as necessary.

2. The Southern Region Air Traffic Division (ASO-500) will coordinate
all operational aspects of this test with other affected FAA regions
and ARTCCs.

3. During the period of the test, all affected facilities shall accept
direct route flight plans using coordinates in the route of flight
between the airports identified.
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4. To the extent possible, controllers shall clear test aircraft
as filed via direct routing.

5. ARTCCs shall complete and mail facility evaluation questionnaires,
if appropriate, to ASO-500.

6. ASO-500 will collect data from affected facilities/controllers and
provide a weekly briefing (telephone) to AAT-300 regarding identi-
fiable problems.

7. ASO-500 shall determine the ATC system impact (Objective 413) and
make rcommendations to AAT-300.

8. AAT-300 will analyze all data and make a final determination upon
completion of the operational evaluation.

322 PARTICIPATING AIRLINE RESPONSIBILITIES

Participating airline responsibilities were enumerated as follows:

1. Airlines which participate in this operational evaluation shall file
direct route flight plans for predetermined flights between the
selected airports, unless weather or other considerations make this
impracticable.

2. Flight crews will be requested to fill out and mail the pilot

questionnaire.

3. The last two questions concerning fuel consumption on the question-
naire shall be calculated and answered by the airline prior to
flight.

4. Arrival area fixes and any intermediate fixes shall be identified by
latitude/longitude coordinates followed by the fix identifier. For
example:

1/ 2/ 3/ 4/ 5/

a. ATL TYS 4229/7912 OKK 3V9

U! Departure airport

2/ Departure transition fix

3/ Latitude/longitude coordinates for DKK,
rounded to the nearest minute.

4/ Arrival area fix

5/ Destination airport
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b. 1/ 2/ 3/ 4/ 5/ 6/ 7/

MIA SRQ 3157/10616 EWH 3407/11546 TNP LAX

1/ Departure airport

2/ Departure area fix

3/ Latitude/longitude coordinates for EWM,

rounded to the nearest minute.

4/ Intermediate fix (turning point)

5/ Latitude/longitude coordinates for TNP,
rounded to the nearest minute.

6/ Arrival area fix

7/ Destination airport

5. Participating flights shall be identified by the interfacility
(foimerly a clear weather) symbol (0), followed by the statement
"Operation Free Flight" in remarks. When a particular flight is not
a participant on any given day, the symbol and code words in remarks
will not be used.

6. Flight plans via normal routing shall be prepared for participating
flight crews. Flight crews shall provide controllers with backup
flight plans or necessary portion(s) thereof in the event direct
route clearances cannot be issued/must be amended or cancelled.
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400 TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES

The Operation Free Flight operational evaluation was designed to satisfy
four major objectives and nine subobjectives. These can be summarized as
follows:

410 - Determine the feasibility of permitting the filing of direct route
fTight plans without detailed route definition by examining the rate of suc-
cess in receiving direct route clearances, i.e., cleared as filed. Included
in this objective, were three subobjectives:

410.1 - Determine locations of reroutes via the VOR system or via direct,
as appropriate.

410.2 - Determine the reasons for reroutes via the VOR system for the
purpose of identifying system prohibitions in support of Objective
412.

410.3 - Examine general pilot attitude toward the utility of their RNAV
equipment in today's system.

411 - Determine the potential fuel savings which may be realized by flying
dtrect. A subobjective was:

411.1 - Determine how successful Operation Free Flight participants were

in achieving their estimated fuel savings potential.

412 - Determine ATC system prohibitions to direct route clearances, if any.

413 - Determine ATC system impact of Operation Free Flight in terms of:

413.1 Controller workload;

413.2 NAS 9020 computer processing demands;

413.3 NAS 9020 computer's ability to accurately post

flight progress strips within and between ARTCCs;

413.4 Departure/arrival flow compatibility; and

413.5 En route airspace conflicts.

In order to provide a more thorough understanding of each of these objectives,
the following paragraphs contain additional background information which
influenced the evaluation program.
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420 USE OF LATITUDE/LONGITUDE

Geographical location defined by latitude and longitude coordinates is widely
used throughout the world in many applications, including aviation. However,
this practice has been discouraged and severely limited in the United States
domestic airspace system for two predominate reasons. First, other means are
available which suffer none of the disadvantages of latitude/longitude coordi-
nates. For air navigation purposes, the United States has developed an exten-
sive network of omnidirectional, very high frequency, navigation stations
which have been strategically placed to provide pilots adequate navigation
signals for flight between most airports in the country. These omni-stations
(VORs) have been augmented with collocated distance measuring equipment (DME)
transmitters in some cases and by the military's Tactical Air Navigation
(TACAN) systems in others (thus forming VORTAC stations). Most of these are
linked by charted airways and jet routes. The development of this network
and associated airway/jet route structure had the added effect of also shaping
the nation's air traffic control system and providing to air traffic control-
lers a means for envisioning the three-dimensional air traffic "picture".
Aircraft location has been traditionally identified with respect to the
network of VORs, VOR/DMEs, or VORTACs because pilots were using these facili-
ties to navigate and controllers had a firm mental picture of where they
were in relation to one another. The advent of radar did not significantly
alter this situation, although another navigational tool for expediting and
separating air traffic became available. Map overlays and video maps of the
airway system were developed to complement the controllers' radar presenta-
tion, and agreements between ATC facilities invariably describe operations
with respect to the airways and associated navigation aids.

Second, although latitude/longitude coordinates are versatile and precise,
there are several drawbacks to their use in air traffic control. One of the
most significant of these is that in a nonautomated or even semi-automated
environment, an air traffic controller's frame of reference cannot be ade-
quately structured. The number of possible combinations of latitude and
longitude, for even a small area, are overwhelming. In short, controllers
ordinarily cannot relate to latitude/longitude coordinates while envisioning
the location of one aircraft with respect to others without going through the
time consuming process of plotting the coordinates on a navigation chart. It
is much easier and faster to define points with respect to the ground based
navigation stations by using a radial and distance from a VORTAC or, less
desirably, by intersecting radials from two or more VORs. Another drawback is
error, either on the pilots' or controllers' part, or anyone involved with the
processing of flight plan data. A small mistake, such as the transposition
of two numbers, can cause a large error in location (or expected location) or
track (or expected track).

In shaping the operational evaluation, these factors were exhaustively
considered while recognizing that many RNAV avionic systems require the use of
latitude/longitude coordinates and others operate from navigation signal
sources other than VOR, VOR/DME, or VORTAC.
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430 STRIP PROCESSING AND AUTOMATED ROUTE DESCRIPTION

Fundamental to en route ATC is the written description of each controlled
aircraft's route of flight on a flight progress strip. This information is
used by the controller to create a mental, three dimensional picture of the
aircraft's flight path and altitude, as well as each aircraft's proximity and
altitide in relation to all other aircraft being controlled. Normally, an

aircraft's flight path is defined by a combination of airways, VORs/VORTACs

or radials and distances from VORTACs. Routes thusly defined are readily

recognizable by both the pilot and controller. Prior to automation, flight

progress strips were written by hand and each en route sector or position used

one or more of these strips to maintain the aircraft separation picture and
record aircraft movements.

With the advent of en route automation, the computer was programmed to

understand and depict the same aircraft route definitions. Based upon the
computer's ability to project the aircraft's route of flight and compare it

with the ATC system's sectorization scheme, each sector was provided with
required flight progress strips. This degree of automation, however, did not
affect the requirement to provide controllers with information necessary to

create the three dimensional air traffic picture.

The introduction of computers did, however, provide controllers with the

ability to use latitude/longitude coordinates in a much more effective manner
than ever before. The 20 en route ARTCC computers that are interfaced within

the contiguous United States are uniquely programmed to describe each ARTCC's

environment in terms of VORs, airways, and VORTAC defined fixes. Due to
capacity limitations for data storage, however, each computer is limited in
its geographical coverage to an area generally within 200 miles of each ARTCC

boundary for the purpose of adapting data in the computer program and process-
ing radar derived data. However, since all of the computers work on an X/Y
coordinate basis, each computer will accept and understand the location of

latitude/longitude coordinates even though the coordinates may identify a
point well beyond 200 miles of the ARTCC boundary.

440 CURRENT PRACTICES

While the ATC system was developing in terms of automation and more
sophisticated radar procedures, a parallel development was occurring in the

growth and use of area navigation avionics. By the mid 1970's, many aircraft

in the commercial fleet were equipped with different types of RNAV systems.
These systems ranged from self contained types (such as INS) to non-VORTAC
referenced (such as OMEGA) and several types of VOR/VORTAC referenced systems.

Some of these became commonplace in business and personal aircraft, while
LORAN C became attractive for certain helicopter operations. Three types of
RNAV avionics were used during the evaluation. Eastern Airlines' aircraft

were equipped with OMEGA (Litton LTN-211, Mark 2), modified to receive VLF

signals, United Airlines' aircraft used INS (Delco Carousel INS C-4), and
Pan American/National aircraft used a VOR/VORTAC referenced system (Collins
AINS-70 RNAV) which is programmable.
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Pilots and controllers started using, informally, these collective advancements
in ATC automation and avionics in an effective technique that allowed long-
range, high altitude flights to proceed direct between distant points using
RNAV. The pilots would use latitude/longitude to describe the destination
airport or navigation aid appropriate to the destination airport and navigate
direct via RNAV. The ATC system would monitor the flight and separate such
direct routes with radar. This practice effectively avoided several technical
issues involving RNAV procedures, since radar separation rather than nonradar
lateral protected airspace separation procedures was used to maintain proper
separation between all IFR aircraft.

To make this innovative practice work, controllers would use the same latitude/

longitude coordinates pilots used to describe the direct route and destination.
These coordinates, rounded to the nearest minute, would be entered into the
computer in lieu of the normal airway/fix/navaid description elements, thereby
taking advantage of the aforementioned computer feature to accept and process
any set of coordinates. In doing this, controllers overcame the problem

associated with the limited adaptation capacity in the computer that normally
allowed ARTCCs to adapt only those navigation aids within 200 miles of each
ARTCC's boundary.

The practice described above was augmented by the route readout feature of
ARTCC computers. This feature gives controllers the capability of having an
aircraft's projected route, based upon flight plan entered data, projected
visually on their computer enhanced radar presentation. Thusly, the problem
of providing a controller recognizable route was partially eliminated.

The foregoing practices were further enhanced during Operation Free Flight by
using latitude/longitvde coordinates of existing navigation aids, followed
immediately thereafter by the standard three letter identifier for the navi-
gation aid. This overcame the problem of nonadapted fixes and navigation aids
in the ARTCC computers, allowing computer processing of the flight plan data
and data derived from radar as the aircraft proceeded from point to point. It

further helped to eliminate ambiguity in the minds of controllers by linking
the coordinates to known locations in the airway structure.
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450 TECHNICAL ISSUES

For the past two decades in the en route environment, the accepted method of
efficiently controlling large volumes of air traffic has been to organize it
into manageable preferably one way flows, thereby dictating or controlling
the number of conflict points each controller must recognize and cope with.
This concept manifests itself in procedures such as preferential airways,
preferential arrival and departure routes, segregation of certain types of
operations, flow management, and sectorization of airspace. Taking full
advantage of the inherent capabilities of RNAV tends to lead toward develop-
ment of an unstructured system and instantly creates a paradox with respect to
integration into our existing structured, proceduralized system.

Existing methods have been, and will probably continue to be, considered valid
so long as the controller, rather than a computer, is required to make mental
calculations regarding aircraft route projections, conflict points, and
required separation actions. It is obvious that a controller can only make
these mental computations on a limited number of aircraft. Thus, the thrust
has been to separate aircraft procedurally, to keep the number requiring
direct controller intervention to a minimum; thereby, increasing the volume of
traffic that can be safely handled.

Over the years, the ATC system has grown to reflect a finely tuned model of
this methodology. In any actempt to "free up" the system to accommodate the
potential of RNAV operations, system components that represent constraints
will require rethinking and new methodology.

Nonradar separation procedures and minima which pertain to RNAV are other
areas that require review. RNAV route protected airspace definition and
resultant separation minima are structured around those types of RNAV equip-
ment which rely upon the VOR/VORTAC system for their navigational signal
source. Fundamental to RNAV accuracy are procedures requiring airborne system
updates with respect to tangent points which are derived from VOR/VORTAC
radial/distance information.

The basic en route RNAV route width is 8 miles; however, under certain
combinations of altitude and tangent point to reference facility distance, and
tangent point to reference facility and distance along track, the route width
must be expanded. This unique method of determining route width makes its
determination a necessary cartographic exercise and negates on the spot
contrciler determination of protected airspace in the application of lateral
nonradar separation. For this reason, procedures have always required the use
of radar separation between aircraft on random RNAV routes. In addition,
although not required by procedure, separation between aircraft on approved
RNAV airways and routes has generally been considered a function of radar
because of its ease of application over the protected airspace criteria
associated with nonradar lateral separation minima.

Operation Free Flight was developed within the context of today's National
Airspace System and the foregoing technical issues in an attempt to evaluate
what appeared to be a positive step with worthwhile benefits. Unlike previous
studies, Operation Free Flight was designed to collect "real time" data
concerning direct, great circle flight. The remainder of this report explains
methodology and results of the operational evaluation.
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500 METHODOLOGY

Given the purpose of the evaluation (described in Section 200), the operational
concept (described in Section 300), and the four major objectives (outlined in
Section 400), it was determined that several important questions had to be
addressed. Among these were:

1. Which city-pairs should be selected?

2. Who will voluntarily participate?

3. How can it be ensured that participants will conduct their flights
during the desired normal and heavy traffic periods?

4. What types of RNAV equipment will be needed to participate?

5. How can it be ensured that an adverse impact to the ATC system will
not occur?

6. What means should be used to collect information?

7. How much information is needed?

8. What procedure will be most effective in developing the routes of
flight?

9. How will fuel savings be quantified?

10. What is the most effective means of coordinating the evaluation?

These questions and others were resolved prior to the evaluation commencing
on June 1, 1980. The following paragraphs provide an explanation of the
methodology which was selected to answer the stated objectives.

510 CITY-PAIR SELECTION

Twelve city-pairs were initially selected for three reasons. First, there was
concern over the impact Operation Free Flight might have on the National
Airspace System (NAS). There were unresolved questions regarding traffic flow
compatibility, the NAS 9020's ability to accurately post flight progress
strips in proper ARTCC sectors, possible controller confusion over the use of
latitude/longitude coordinates, and the fact that the aircraft would be flying
a great circle route whereas the NAS 9020 computers in most ARTCCS processed
flight plan data via rhumb line. Consequently, the first group of city-pairs
were linked to Atlanta (Hartsfield) and Miami International and only a few
flights per day were selected to participate. Each flight was carefully
monitored by ARTCC supervisory personnel until it was determined that the
aforementioned concerns did not appear to be limiting factors.
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Second, the decision to use scheduled airlines as participants dictated
selection of city-pairs which were available; i.e., cities served by the
participating airlines. Moreover, since the airlines did not have all
of their aircraft equipped with RNAV, the final selection process throughout
the evaluation hinged around cities served by "wide body" jets, as these could
be consistently counted upon to have the necessary navigation equipment.

Third, the FAA Southern Region Air Traffic Division volunteered to assist in
conducting the evaluation and offered numerous constructive suggestions during
development of the project. As the principal point of contact for day-to-day
operational matters, it was felt that initially confining participants to
departures from Atlanta and Miami would give them the opportunity to quickly
assess the feasibility of both expanding the number of city-pairs and daily
flights.

Over the ensuing six months, city-pairs were added to the list progres-
sively as additional airline flights were increased. Initially, Eastern
and National Airlines were the only participants. Later, as National began
merging with Pan American World Airways, Pan Am provided additional flights
and other city-pairs. In October, United Airlines added B-747 flights to the
list and additional city-pairs were identified. By the time United Airlines
joined the evaluation, the number of city-pairs had doubled and flights were
being conducted coast-to-coast in both directions. Several city-pairs were
identified solely for the purpose of obtaining information on relatively short
flights and in other than east-west directions. However, it cannot be over
stressed that city-pair selection was tied directly to available flights by
the participating airlines.

511 ROUTE OF FLIGHT DEVELOPMENT

The primary emphasis throughout the evaluation regarding the routes of flight
provided to the participants was that of adhering to the operational concept
to the maximum extent possible. From the beginning, however, it was recog-
nized that there were a few unreasolvable constraints governing certain city-
pairs. These were of two basic types, special use airspace and departure/
arrival traffic flows. Two large restricted area complexes, the White Sands
Proving Grounds and Edwards AFB area, dictated the insertion of a turn point
in the routes serving Miami and San Francisco/Los Angeles. Additionally, in
the case of departures and arrivals at Miami to or from the west, special
consideration also had to be given its geographical placement and the impact
coastal warning areas have on great circle routes. In order to avoid routes
through the warning areas, an additional turn point was necessary. Although
the operational concept was compromised by such actions, it was felt that the
distance involved still made it worthwhile to collect data from these flights.
Moreover, given the nature and frequency of operations within the aforemen-
tioned special use airspace areas, it was realistic and practical.
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The influence of existing departure and arrival traffic flows over route
development was less of a compromise of the operational concept than the
effect of major special use airspace areas. In fact, the impact was one
of degree, rather than principle. In several cases, fixes much closer to the
departure or arrival airports would have been preferred over those ultimately
selected, but for various reasons, it was decided to use the fix which was
most likely to place participating aircraft in the normal departure and
arrival flow of traffic. In some cases, this required the use of an inter-
mediate flow fix before the arrival area fix. This later proved to be a
prudent decision and is further discussed in Sections 600 and 700.

A deliberate effort was made to use existing Standard Instrument Departure
(SID) and Standard Terminal Arrival Route (STAR) fixes to begin and end the
en route portion of flight. In most cases, SID and STAR transition fixes
were used instead of the basic SID termination fixes or STAR commencement
fixes, although the latter would have produced slightly shorter routes. The
usual reason for this was related to departure/arrival traffic flows. In all
cases, the specific route to be filed was coordinated in advance by the
Southern Region with the points of contact at the ARTCCs, and the ARTCC's
recommendations regarding the fixes to be used for departures and arrivals
were followed. In some cases, minor adjustments were necessary for various
unforeseen reasons. These are further discussed in Section 600.

In all cases, routes were defined by the standard identifier for the departure
area fix, as well as all other fixes on the route. However, the latitude and
longitude of turn points, intermediate fixes, and arrival fixes, rounded off
to the nearest minute, were used to compensate for the fact that, generally,
these fixes are not adapted in the departure and intermediate ARTCCs' compu-
ters and, consequently, the computers would not process the flight plan if
only the fix identifier was provided. Since the computer works on an X/Y
coordinate basis, however, using a latitude/longitude point very close to the
desired fix enabled computer processing of the filed route of flight. The
coordinates were immediately succeeded in all cases by the fix identifier for
controller recognition purposes.

512 PILOT QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT

It was decided that the most efficient means of collecting data, relative to
each flight, would be through a questionnaire. Construction of the question-
naire proceeded and was based upon Objectives 410, 411, and 412 and their
associated subobjectives. Although several other questions would have been
appropriate and were desired, it was decided to limit the questionnaire to a
single page, anticipating that pilots would object to a more lengthy question-
naire. The form was designed to be folded and mailed, with postal franking
provided, for the same basic reason.
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Another consideration in designing the questionnaire was data management.
Steps were taken to develop a computer program to tabulate answers to
the questions and analyze the data by city-pair and in the aggregate.
Arrangements were made so the Project Manager could continuously check
results, as indicated by the data, through a time sharing computer
terminal which was acoustically coupled to the Transportation Systems
Center (TSC) computer in Cambridge, Massachusetts where the data was
stored.

Questionnaires were distributed to the participating airlines who took
steps to ensure each Operation Free Flight filed aircraft was provided
a copy. The airlines also found it necessary to take additional measures
to publicize the program in order to inform pilots and encourage execu-
tion of the questionnaire.

A copy of the pilot questionnaire is contained in Appendix A.

513 ARTCC QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT

The ARTCC questionnaire was developed along the same lines as the pilot
questionnaire but was designed to be reviewed individually, rather than
through automated means. The structure of'the questionnaire was directly
related to Objective 413. It was designed to be executed only when an
impact occurred or an ARTCC desired to communicate information broader in
scope than the exact questions asked.

Each ARTCC within the 48 states was provided copies of the questionnaire
and were instructed to forward them to the Southern Region, Air Traffic
Division. Throughout the evaluation, ARTCC points of contact were
encouraged to amplify questionnaires submitted through telephone con-
versations with southern region personnel and the Project Manager.

A copy of the ARTCC questionnaire is contained in Appendix B.

514 FLIGHT PLAN SELECTION BY PARTICIPATING AIRLINES

Flight plans are computer selected by each of the participating airlines.
Eastern Airlines provided this service to both the former National
Airlines and Pan American. Multiple routes of flight between all cities
are stored in the United and Eastern computers, and a similar process in
selecting the route to file with ATC is followed for every flight.

All airlines do not use the same methodology to select filed flight plan
routes. Some are predominately concerned with minimum time tracks,
regardless of fuel consumption (to a point). Other airlines seek to
consider all variables, ranging from on-schedule performance to airframe,
maintenance, crew, and fuel costs, and still others focus mainly on fuel
costs. The airlines that participated in Operation Free Flight all
shared the same basic methodology, i.e., minimum fuel consumption.
Consequently, some of the data will reflect that methodology and not
necessarily others.
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The working agreement with the participating airlines required the
addition of Operation Free Flight routes to the routes already stored
in the airline computers. Thus, Operation Free Flight routes were
subjected to the same computer analysis as all others. If the computers
selected the Operation Free Flight route, it was filed with ATC; if not
selected, the flight was not considered to be a participant. Although
this arrangement substantially reduced the number of participants and
tied the operational concept directly to the quality of airline computer
analysis, it would have been unrealistic to expect the airlines to do
otherwise, given today's high fuel costs.

515 FLIGHT SELECTION

Initially and throughout the evaluation, exact flight numbers of
potential participating flights were predetermined by the Project
Manager and the airline representatives. This information was made
known only to the Southern Region, Air Traffic Division. This process
was followed to ensure participation only during the desired normal to
heavy traffic periods which, for evaluation purposes, was generally
considered to be between 0800 and 2000 local time. Since flights
were conducted nationwide, within four time zones, it was obviously
impossib.e to rigidly conform to these hours. The general procedure
followed involved considering the amount of time each flight would be
in the system during the desired hours.

516 ADJUSTMENTS

Throughout the evaluation, adjustments to city-pairs, routes, and
participating flights were necessary. Most often these were due to
schedule changes by the airlines. In some cases, a potential partici-
pating flight was moved out of the desired time frame and, in others,
the type aircraft was changed to one that did not have RNAV equipment.

Route changes all dealt with refinements to the exact departure or
arrival area fixes used or the addition of a "flow" fix in the case of
arrivals into the New York area. All route changes were made as soon as
a need was identified and were implemented by the airlines shortly
thereafter.
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600 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The purpose of this section is to provide the detailed tabular data necessary
to support the results, and conclusions. The data was collected by the pilot
and ARTCC questionnaires, as well as from the individual participating air-
lines, during the period June 1 through December 31, 1980. The details pre-
sented in this section represent the results of a comprehensive review and
analysis of Operation Free Flight data and other data which was available.

To facilitate correlation with the evaluation's objectives, these results
are organized according to the four major objectives outlined in Section 400.
Individual city-pair data and aggregate data are both discussed, as appro-
priate. Section 610 is devoted to presentation of the totals of all city-
pairs tested, general facts about the operational evaluation, and comparative
analysis of the sample data with what was known about all of the potential
participants.

610 GENERAL TOTALS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE DATA

611 GENERAL TOTALS

Initially, the evaluation was designed to commence with flights conducted
between 12 city pairs. As experience was gained and several operational
questions were resolved, the number of city-pairs and participating
flights were increased. Table 6-I depicts the original city-pairs and
number of flights selected for potential participation. Prior to June 1,
three (ATL-LGA, ATL-EWR, and MIA-DTW) were dropped due to schedule changes
which resulted in non-RNAV equipped aircraft serving these city-pairs.

TABLE 6-1 INITIAL CITY-PAIRS AND NUMBER OF POTENTIAL FLIGHTS

Potential Potential
City-Pair Flights City-Pair Flights

ATL-SEA 1 ATL-LGA 1
ATL-SFO 1 ATL-EWR 2
ATL-LAX 2 MIA-LAX 3
ATL-ORD 1 MIA-SFO 2
ATL-PIT 2 MIA-ORD 2
ATL-BUF 2 MIA-DTW 1

NOTE: All flights were daily, seven days per week.

The above city-pairs were not expanded until late August, although a few
additional flights were added to the potential participants list. In
July, a firm decision was made to extend the evaluation's time frame and
expand the number of city-pairs and flights participating. A need
immediately developed to find another airline which would voluntarily
participate in order to develop a network of city-pairs that would test
routes flown in all directions and enable an increase in volume of parti-
cipating flights each day. United Airlines filled this need, adding
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most city-pairs served by their B-747 fleet and commencing participation

on October 7. Both Eastern and Pan American also expanded the num-
ber of participating flights, and other city-pairs were added to the

evaluation.

As explained in Subsection 516, adjustments to city-pairs and flights

were necessary throughout the evaluation. Up to 39 city-pairs were

identified and routes developed prior to the end of the data collection
phase of the evaluation. However, for reasons which have been dis-

cussed, the total number of city-pairs evaluated prior to December 31
was 27. Table 6-2 provides a list of these city-pairs, the total number
of flights scheduled during the test period, the total number of times

the Operation Free Flight route was actually filed, the percentage
selection rate of the Operation Free Flight route, the number of pilot

questionnaires received, and the questionnaire percentage return rate.

TABLE 6-2 OVIRALL OPERATION FREE FLIGHT DATA

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

City Total Flights Operation Percent Ehmber Pilot Questionnaire Questionnaires Fuel Date

Pair Airline During Teat Free Flight Selection Questionnaires Return Rate Received with all Percent Return

Period Selected (4 4- 3) Received (6+ 4) Fuel Data (84 4)
(Q-19,20, and 21)

1. ATL-SEA R 181 78 632 20 262 9 121

2. ATL-SFO LA 36 22 612 3 14Z 1 5z

3. ATL-LAJ EA 28 L60 652 20 132 5 32

. AI-ORD IA 19 14 742 1 72 0

5. An-PIT IA 212 57 27% 19 33% 8 142

6. ATL-BUF IA 424 197 462 34 172 15 82

7. liLA-LAX PA 838 302 36% 68 232 33 112

a. KIA-SFO RA 212 97 6.z 40 41% 15 15%

PA 612 280 462 56 202 29 10%

TOTAL 824 377 462 96 252 44 122

9. MIA-OlD EA 212 130 612 53 412 15 122

10. SA-ATL IA 36 3 82 2 672 0

11. LAX-MIA PA 92 33 36% 1 32 0

12. IAX-ATL IA 72 0 02 8 6

13. LAX-ORD UA 83 45 542 15 332 4 92

14. LAX-JFK EA 119 0 02 1 0

UA 281 67 242 42 63% 11 162

TOTAL 400 67 242 43 64% 11 162

15. IAH-JFK EA 60 34 572 12 352 7 212

PA 92 52 572 11 212 6 122

TOTAL 152 86 572 23 272 13 152

16. SFO-JFK IA 119 14 122 5 361 4 292

UA 81 30 372 14 47% 7 232

TOT..L 200 44 222 19 43% 11 252

17. JFKIlAH IA 59 20 341 0

PA 92 31 342 1 32 0

TOTAL 151 51 342 1 22 0

18. JF-SFO LA 119 13 112 1 82 1 82

UA 83 21 252 18 862 9 432

TOTAL 202 34 172 19 562 10 292

19. JFK-LAX IA 119 11 9% 5 45% I 92

UA 287 25 92 10 402 1 42

TOTAL 606 36 92 15 422 2 62

0. OR-IA IA 60 18 302 1 62 1 62

1. ORD-LAX UA 84 13 152 8 622 4 311

22. ORD-Ell UA 49 20 412 4 202 1 52

23. PIT-ATL &A 59 6 72 2 502 1 252

24. BUP-ATL &A 120 0 0% 1 0

25. CLT-LGA &A 88 65 742 16 222 7 112

6. VRI-SFO UA 85 51 602 38 752 25 492

27. 3Wl-ORD UA 23 12 522 1 8 0

ALL CITY IA 2574 937 362 242 262 95 102

PAIRS VA 1056 284 272 ISO 532 62 222

PA 1726 698 60Z 137 202 68 102

TOTAL 5356 1919 362 329 282 226 122

llT ate from the oturer Naftonal Airlizne baa been ctmbined and
tabulated vith Pan Aeriea det. 6-2
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Three anomalies are readily apparent with the data in Table 6-2. These
occur with city-pairs LAX-ATL, LAX-JFK (Eastern Airlines), and BUF-ATL.

In these cases, the Operation Free Flight route was not filed a single
time, yet pilot questionnaires were received. Investigation revealed
that Eastern Airlines had retained three previously developed great
circle routes between LAX-ATL in their computer in addition to the
Operation Free Flight route and each of these was a few miles shorter
than the evaluation's route. Consequently, their computer never selec-
ted and filed under Operation Free Flight, instead one of the shorter
great circle routes was filed when one appeared to be the most eco-
nomical. By the time this situation was discovered, it was too late
to determine the total number of times one of these other great circle
routes was selected. The data received from these pilot question-
naires were retained in the data base, given the fact that the report-
ing flights were obviously flying a direct routing which was in most
respects the same as the Operation Free Flight route. Because of the
different method of describing the route of flight, however, specific
analysis of this city-pair has been excluded and the data used only in
considering the aggregate data collected.

In the case of BUF-ATL, investigation revealed that the normal airway
routing length was within four miles of the Operation Free Flight route
and, evidently for this reason, Eastern's computer failed to select the
evaluation's route of flight. Review of the single pilot questionnaire
received established that the flight was "cleared as filed," was not
rerouted via the VOR system, and the pilot thought that his RNAV equip-
ment was extremely useful on the flight. Although no expl',ation of
this disparity could be provided, the pilot questionnaire jata was
retained in the data base since the flight apparently participated in
the test. The same situation applies to the single questionnaire
received (from Eastern) between LAX-JFK.

Table 6-2 establishes that during the test period, the participating
airlines had an opportunity to file the Operation Free Flight route a
total of 5356 times between 27 city-pairs and that the test route was
actually filed for 36% (1,919 flights) of the total flights.

Specific data concerning these participants were received from 529
flights for a 28% rate of return of the questionnaires overall. Columns
8 and 9 reveal that data concerning fuel consumption were only received
from 12% (226 flights) of the participants. Most often, this was due to
the airlines not answering questions 20 and 21 on the questionnaire,
rather than the pilots' failure to answer question 19. Unfortunately,
it was not possible to validly compute the estimates of fuel consumption
after the fact. Consequently, numerous questionnaires which were
received were limited to the data obtained from questions 1 through 18.
As a result, most of the analysis of the fuel data has been limited to
the aggregate data received from all city-pairs.

Table 6-2 also reveals that between several of the city-pairs, very few
pilot questionnaires were received, although there may have been a
considerable number of participating flights, and that between a few
city-pairs, there were very few participating flights conducted. In
both cases, no attempt has been made to draw conclusions from the pilot
questionnaires alone.
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612 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE DATA

The 529 pilot questionnaires which make up the Operation Free Flight data base
constitute a nonrandom sample of all the participating flights which totaled
1,919. Since no attempt was made to influence the sample, except through
general encouragements to pilots to fill-out the questionnaires, there is very
little that can be said about the sample size, and there arises an immediate
question over how representative the data derived from the sample (529) is to
the total population (1,919). In order to gain insight into this question,
several comparisons of the sample data were made with known characteristics of
the total number of participants.

One comparison examined the distribution of departure times between the
scheduled times of departure for all flights known to have participated
and the actual times of departure reported by the 529 flights in the sample.
The scheduled departure times were used for all known participants, in lieu of
aotual departure times, primarily as a matter of convenience since the former
data was readily available. Additionally, use of the scheduled times was
considered to be justified given the on-time performance records of the
participating airlines.

Table 6-3 presents the results of the comparison.

TABLE 6-3 SCHEDULED DEPARTURE TIMES - ALL PARTICIPANTS
COMPARED WITH ACTUAL TIMES OF DEPARTURE - SAMPLE

1 2 3 S a
Time of Scheduled Departure Number and Percent Actual Departure Number and Percent
Departure Times - All Parti- B etween 0801-2000 Times - Simple betveen 0801-2000
(Local) cipating Flights All Participants Data sample

0001-0100
0101-0200 I I I
0201-0300 l
0301-0400I
0401-0500
0501-0600 I I
0601-0700 10 I l I

4I0701-0800

0801-0900 227 37
0901-1000 165 53
1001-1100 34 26
1101-1200 118 41
1201-1300 71 20
1301-1400 289 1,847 39 481
1401-1500 57 96.3% 19 90.92
1501-1600 13 9
1601-1700 U 7
1701-1600 565 69
1801-1900 167 64
1901-2000 97 77

2001-2100 10 I
2101-2200 I I
2201-2300 52 I 6 I
2301-2400 11 I
TOTALS 1,919 I 529

4 I
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Table 6-3 shows that a high percentage (96.3%) of the participating flights
were scheduled for departure during the desired hours of 0801 to 2000. A
similar high percentage (90.9%) of the 529 flights which make up the sample
reported actual departure times between the same twelve hour period. The
scattering which is evident in Column 3 prior to 0801 is suspected to be due
to delayed departures by the 52 participating flights scheduled for takeoff
between 2201-2300. Part of the 11 actual departures between 2301-2400 in
column 3 may also be attributed to the same reason. Spot checks of these
flights indicate that bad weather accounted for most of these delays.

A similar comparison was made with the distribution of arrival times between
the scheduled times of arrival for all flights known to have participated and
the actual times of arrival of the 529 flights in the sample. Scheduled times
of arrival in lieu of actual times were used for the same reason stated in the
foregoing discussion. Table 6-4 presents the results of the comparison.

TABLE 6-4 SCHEDULED ARRIVAL TIMES - ALL PARTICIPANTS
COMPARED WITH ACTUAL TIMES OF ARRIVAL - SAMPLE

1 2 3 4
Time of Scheduled Arrival Eumber and Percent Actual Arrival Eumber and Percent
Arrival Times - All Between 1001-2300 Times - Sample Between 1001-2300
(Local) Participating Flights All Participants Data Sample

0001-0100 1
0101-0200 1 I 1
0201-0300 1 4
0301-0400 45 J 6
0401-0500 I 7
0501-0600 I 100601-0700 7 1
0701-0800 1
0801-0900 I20901-1000 39 3

1001-1100 94 25
1101-1200 8 27

1201-1300 69 22
1301-1400 90 35
1401-1500 91 1,818 15 491
1501-1600 111 94.7Z 17 92.82
1601-1700 286 37
1701-100 65 25
1801-1900 266 36
1901-2000 234 61
2001-2100 290 97
2101-2200 37 61
2201-2300 97 33

I I I
2301-2400 10 2
TOTALS 1.919 I 529 I

I I
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Table 6-4 shows that a high percentage (94.7%) of the participating flights
were scheduled to arrive during the hours 1001-2300. A similar high percen-
tage (92.8%) of the 529 flights in the sample reported actual arrival times
between the same thirteen hour period. Scattering of the actual arrival times
in Column 3 over a 24-hour period was expected since scheduled departure times
were used, predominately, to determine which flights should be added to the
potential participants list. The 45 scheduled arrivals between 0301-0400 in
Column 1 reflect this fact.

As revealed by Tables 6-3 and 6-4, the flights which make up the sample appear
to be representative of the entire population of participants as far as
overall departure and arrival times are concerned. Other comparisons, how-
ever, do not indicate consistently clear trends. Columns 4 and 6 of Table
6-2, for example, show the total number of times the Operation Free Flight
routes were filed and the number of questionnaires received from participating
flights. In general, as the number of participating flights increased, so did
the number of questionnaires received. However, there are several exceptions
to this generality which suggest that there is not a direct relationship
between the two. Moreover, it was noted over the six month data collection
period that the quantity of questionnaires received was related to each
airline's latest publicity about the evaluation to their pilots. After each
such re-emphasis, the number of questionnaires increased, then tapered off
until the next time "reminders" were sent out. A notable exception to
this trend was United Airlines, which is evident from the fact that, overall,
53% of their participating flights provided questionnaires.

A final comparison of the sample data to the number of participants was made
in an indirect fashion. The method used was primarily subjective and inter-
pretational in nature but, more than any other, it strongly suggests that the
sample data is, in general, representative of the entire population of parti-
cipating flights. This comparison consisted of reviewing, in detail, the
ARTCC questionnaires received and relating them to the pilot questionnaire
data. In nearly every case, there was an exact correlation between the two
sets of data. This finding was reinforced through numerous telephone conver-
sations and meetings between the Project Manager, Southern Region staff, and
ARTCC points of contact. Consequently, there are no discernable reasons to
suspect that the overall sample data and the trends they reflect are biased in
any particular fashion. With respect to individual city-pairs, however, there
were some which produced such a paucity of data that no conclusions were
possible. Succeeding paragraphs of this section elaborate extensively on
the results of the evaluation and analysis of the data.
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620 OPERATION FREE FLIGHT SUCCESS RATE AND SYSTEM PROHIBITIONS

Objective 410: Determine the feasibility of permitting the filing of direct
route flight plans without detailed route definition by examining the rate of
success in receiving direct route clearances, i.e., cleared as filed.

Subobjectives:

410.1 - Determine locations of reroutes via the VOR system or via
direct, as appropriate.

410.2 - Determine the reasons for reroutes via the VOR system for
the purpose of identifying system prohibitions in support of
Objective 412.

410.3 - Examine general pilot attitude toward the utility of their RNAV
equipment in today's system.

Objective 412: Determine ATC system prohibitions to direct route clearances,
if any.

621 ALL CITY-PAIRS

621.1 SUCCESS RATE

Overall, the data indicate that the participants were very
successful in conducting their entire flight via direct routing,
as filed. Depending upon how questions 6 through 17 were answered
on the pilot questionnaire, six possible routing combinations can
be identified. For example, answering question 6 "yes" and ques-
tion 7 "no" indicates that the flight flew 100% of its distance
direct, as filed. Tracking the patterns of possible responses to
the questions, will establish the following possibilities:

I. Direct all the way, no reroutes. Note that radar vectors
en route were not considered reroutes via the VOR system.

2. Direct initially, but subsequently rerouted via airways
to arrival fix.

3. Direct initially, rerouted via airways, but subsequently
cleared direct to arrival fix.

4. VOR system all the way, i.e., not cleared as filed.

5. VOR system initially, but subsequently cleared direct to
arrival fix.

6. VOR system initially, recleared direct, but subsequently
rerouted via airways to arrival fix.

6
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Table 6-5 presents the routing combinations of all flights in the

pilot questicnnaire data base between all 27 city-pairs.

TABLE 6-5 ROOTING COMBINATIONS- ALL CITY-PAIRS

1 2 3 5 6
DIRECT DIRECT/VOR DIRECT/VOR/DIRECT TOP VOR/DIRECT VOS/DIRECT/VOR TOTALI r97 (=)_ I "(n C) Z -' ) T I ( a) z -7-s 1

o.s (426) 7.8 (41) 6.2 (33) 0.6 (3) 3.6 (19) 1.3 (7) 100 (529)

621.2 LOCATIONS OF REROUTES

Table 6-5 shows that a significant majority (80.5%) of the

participants were able to conduct their flights as filed, without
being rerouted. The very low percentages under routing combina-
tions 4 (VOR) and 6 (VOR/DIRECT/VOR) lead to a more thorovgh
examination of the 100 flights under combinations 2, 3, 5, and 6
to determine how many of these aircraft flew a significant portion
of the distance direct. The results were that 69 if the 100
flights flew more than 80% of the distatice becween fixes direct,
although a portion of their flights were conducted on airways.
Further analysis revealed that 40 of these 69 flights were able to
fly direct over more than 90% of the distance between fixes. When
these figures are added to the number of aircraft that flew 100%
of the (istance direct, the "success rate" climbs even higher.
Table 6-6 presents these results.

TABLE 6-6 AIRCRAFT FLYING A SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF

ROUTES DIRECT BETWEEN ALL CITIES

. 80z DIRECT w 902 DIRECT
2 (a) I (n)

93.6 (495) 68.1 (466)

With exception of the foregoing analysis, locations of the
reroutes, as they pertain to the all city-pair aggregate data, are
not further discussed in this subsection.

621.3 REASONS FOR REROUTES (SYSTEM PROHIBITIONS)

Reasons for reroutes via airways or inability to obtain an
initial direct routing fall predominately into two categories:

(I) Traffic; and (2) Weather. Table 6-7 presents the results of
all answers to questions 8, 12, and 16 on the pilot questionnaire
given by the 110 pilots responding to them.

TABLE 6-7 DISTRIBUTION OF FLIGHTS BETWEEN ALL CITY-PAIRS BY
REASON FOR REROUTING VIA VOR SYSTEM

upper Special Use ATC System Aircraft
Questio Weather Winds Traffic Airspace Outage Equipment Other Total

I () 2 (n ) I () I () I (n) I () I () I ()

a 16.2 (12) 0 (0) 41.9 (31) 23.0 (17) 5.4 (4) 1.4 (1) 12.2 (9) 100.0 (74)
12 8.3 (14) 3.4 (1) 13.8 (4) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) 34.5 (10) 100.0 (29)
16 2.9 (3) .0 (0) 57.1 (4) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) 100.0 (7)

TOTAL 6.4 (29) 0.9 (1) 35.4 (39) 15.5 (17) 3.6 (4) 0.9 (1) 17.3 (19) 100.0 (110)
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Keeping in mind that answers to question 8 were only potentially
appropriate for those flights which were initially successful in
receiving a direct route clearance and that answers to questions
12 and 16 were only appropriate for those flights which were not
initially successful, the data in Table 6-7 reveal that "Traffic"
was most often cited as the reason for being rerouted via airways
after either initially (question 8) or subsequently (question 16)
being cleared direct and that "Weather" was most often cited as
the reason for not being initially successful (question 12).
Overall, "Traffic" was most often cited (35.4%) with "Weather"
running not too far behind.

It should be noted that "Weather" was most often cited in question
12 as the reason flights were not cleared as filed. Review of the
10 "Other" responses indicate that one belonged in the "Traffic"
category and the other nine most often indicatea a flight plan
filing or processing problem not related to the evaluation.

During analysis of individual city-pairs, two facts became evident,
and these findings help to further clarify the major reasons for
flights being rerouted. First, several respondents who stated
"Other" as the reason for reroute were actually saying "Traffic."
The term "traffic" has several meanings, depending upon its
application. During this evaluation, "traffic" fell into two
categories, i.e., "traffic," as in separation or "traffic" as in
arrival flow. Both are obviously interrelated when volume or
density is a factor, but, often, separation from other traffic
operated independently of arrival flow as a reason for rerouting
aircraft. While this was apparently not evident to all the
pilots responding, it does become evident when several of the

"Other" responses are analyzed in conjunction with the ARTCC
questionnaires. Several of these pilot responses elaborated on
"Other" with such phrases as "New York ARTCC will not accept
direct" or "Rerouted by Cleveland ARTCC." It was determined that
such responses were indicating "Traffic Arrival Flow" as the
reason for reroute in these cases. Therefore, when "Traffic
Arrival Flow " is added to the "Traffic" responses, the percentage
of respondents in this category become very significant.

Second, the relatively low number of respondents citing "Special
Use Airspace" could have been further reduced through very slight
modifications to the routes. Twelve of the 17 respondents in this
category came from the MIA-LAX and SFO-JFK city-pairs. All of
these reroutes were due to major restricted area complexes which
were in use at the time the flights were conducted. Route modi-
fication, however, raises the question of impact from both the
pilot and controller points of view. This question is extensively
discussed in Subsection 640.
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The data from Table 6-7 was modified to reflect the foregoing
information by shifting the responses under "Other" to "Traffic"
when it could be determined through pilot comments that "Traffic
Arrival Flow" was the reason for reroute, by deleting the 12
"Special Use Airspace" responses derived from MIA-LAX and SFO-JFK,
and by recomputing percentages. This data is presented in Table
6-8.

TABLE 6-8 DISTRIBUTION OF FLIGHTS BETWEEN ALL CITY-PAIRS BY REASON
FOR REROUTE VIA VOR SYSTEM (MODIFIED)

Upper Special Use ATC System Aircraft
Qestion Weather Winds Traffic Airspace Outage Equipment Other Total

Z (n) 2 (n) 2 (n) 2 (n) Z (n) Z (n) 2 (0) Z (n)

8 19.4 (12) 0 (0) 64.5 (40) 8.1 (5) 6.5 (4) 1.6 (1) 0 (0) 100.0 (62)
12 48.3 (14) 3.4 (1) 17.2 (5) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1.0 (9) 100.0 (29)
16 42.9 (3) 0 (0) 57.1 (4) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 100.0 (7)

TOTAL 29.6 (29) 1.0 (1) 50.0 (49) 5.1 (5) 4.1 (4) 1.0 (1) 9.2 (9) 100.0 (98)

Table 6-8 strongly suggests that the only widespread ATC system
constraint to uninterrupted direct route flight is "Traffic;"
either as applicable for separation or for arrival flow. Weather
is definitely a factor but falls into the same category as "Upper
Winds, ATC System Outage, and Aircraft Equipment;" namely, not
controllable or subject to manipulation. "Special Use Airspace"
appears to be a factor only with respect to a few specific loca-
tions. Among all respondents answering "Other," ten out of 19
were linked to "Traffic."

Further refinement of the results with respect to the variable
"Traffic" was not possible due to lack of information in a high
number of cases. A sufficient number of questionnaires did,
however, contain enough amplifying information to strongly indi-
cate that incompatibility with "Traffic Arrival Flow" was a major
reason for reroutes. Since the operational concept of Operation
Free Flight required the identification of departure and arrival
area fixes in order to avoid incompatible traffic flows, this
finding was seemingly nonsensical until the data was interrelated
with ARTCC questionnaires and reviewed on an individual city-pair
basis. In nearly all cases, the causative factor was, ironically,
traced to "controller accommodation" of two distinct types. One,
a participant would require vectoring off the initial direct route
which was filed and being flown. Later, when the pilot was able
to resume normal navigation, the controller would reclear the
aircraft to the destination airport without regard for the arrival
area fix. Two, the scenario would be identical to one, above, or
a controller would become aware that a special use airspace area
was not active and, to help the pilot out by shortening his filed
route, would reclear the aircraft to the arrival area fix or
destination airport, irrespective of any intermediate fixes which
had been filed. In both situations, the track of the aircraft
would be sufficiently altered to cause arrival conflicts as the
flight neared the destination airport. Consequently, the arrival
area ARTCC would instruct the adjacent ARTCC to reroute the
aircraft. When this occurred, the coordination between ARTCCs
was invariably conducted with respect to the controller recog-
nizable, VOR airway structure and resulted in a reroute via the
VOR system to the flight.
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621.4 PILOT ATTITUDE

The pilot questionnaire contained one question (#18) which was
inserted to obtain a rough idea of how pilots felt about the
utility of their RNAV equipment on each flight. Obviously, one
question does not qualify, rigorously, as a means for describing
the attitude of any given population, and this evaluation does not
purport to do so. For a variety of reasons, however, some indi-
cation of the direction of pilots' attitude regarding the utility
of RNAV equipment in today's system was desired. Consequently,
one question was considered sufficent to satisfy this subobjec-
tive. The distribution of responses overall seem to indicate a
positive skewness. Table 6-9 presents this data.

TABLE 6-9 DISTRIBUTION O FLIGHTS BETWEEN ALL CITY-PAIRS BY
PILOT VIEWPOINT ABOUT RNAV

Extrmely Very Moderately Slightly Not At All
Advantageous Advantageous Advantageous Advantageous Advantageous Total

Z u) I (n) I (n) Z (n) ( o) z (a)

46.7 (247) 29.3 (155) 13.6 (72) 8.7 (46) 1.7 (9) 100.0 (529

It was noted that most of the United Airlines' pilots chose
"moderately" or "very" to describe the advantage of RNAV on their
flights. Several, in fact, questioned the acronym "RNAV" in the
question. Review of comments provided on the questionnaires
revealed that many of these pilots did not consider their INS
system to be RNAV equipment, and they did not consider the test
program to be all that different from routine flights. Typical
comments were: "RNAV? We have INS" or "This program is not new.
We frequently ask for INS direct to destination after reaching
cruise altitude - and get it." The latter comment is indicative
of the informal, direct routing procedure which was discussed in
Section 200 and both undoubtedly provide some insight into these
pilots' tendency to be less positive in answering the question.
They further point out the fact that "advantageous" is viewed from
several perspectives, other than pure utility.

The distribution of pilots' viewpoint was arranged in accordance
with the various routing combinations which were described pre-
viously. The results are presented in Table 6-10.

TABLE 6-10 PILOTS' VIEWPOINT BY ROUTING COMBINATION - ALL CITY-PAIRS

Direct/VOR VOR/ VOR/Direct/
Viewpoint Direct Direct/VOR Direct VOR Direct VOR

Z (() I (n) 2 (n) 2 (a) I (n) 2 (u)

ztrmely ADV 51.6 (220) 19.5 (8) 33.3 (11) 66.7 (2) 31.6 (6) .0 (0)
ery ADV 28.6 (122) 31.7 (13) 24.2 (8) .0 (0) 42.1 (8) 57.1 (4)

erately ADV 11.7 (50) 24.4 (10) 18.2 (6) 33.3 (1) 21.1 (4) 14.3 (1)
Slightly ADV 7.3 (31) 12.2 (5) 21.2 (7) .0 (0) 5.3 (1) 28.6 (2)
ot At All ADV 0.7 (3) 12.5 (5) 3.0 (1) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)

TOTAL 100.0 (426) 100.0 (41) 100.0 (33) 100.0 (3) 100.0 (19) 100.0 (7)
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The data in Table 6-10 indicate the same positive skewness under

each routing combination. The fact that most flights were able to

fly significant portions of their routes via direct probably

accounts for some of this apparent polarization, but the fact that

several flights which were severely limited in opportunity to

primarily navigate with their RNAV equipment, yet still expressed

a very positive attitude toward RNAV, is evidence that other

factors need to be taken into account. This seems to be rein-

forced by the data under Combinations 1 and 4. In the latter

case, two flights reported "Extremely Advantageous" and the third

"Moderately Advantageous," yet all three conducted their flights
via airways. Under Combination I, the data shows three flights

reporting "Not At All Advantageous," yet 100% of their flight
en route was conducted via great circle, using RNAV equipment.

When the distribution of pilots' viewpoint is arranged according

to percentage of fuel savings potential realized (see Subsection

630 for an explanation of this term), the same positive direction

is sustained. This data is presented in Table 6-11.

TABLE 6-11 PILOTS' VIEWPOINT BY PERCENTAGE OF FUEL SAVINGS POTENTIAL
REALIZED - ALL CITY-PAIRS

Vievpoint >100 100-80% 79-601 59--401 39-1 <IZ
2 (a) Z (a) I (a) Z (n) 2 (a) Z (n)

Extremely ADV 45.1 (46) 50.0 (22) 50.0 (6) 54.5 (6) 44.5 (4) 45.8 (22)
Very ADV 39.2 (40) 34.1 (15) 25.0 (3) 18.2 (2) 33.3 (3) 29.2 (14)
Moderately ADV 8.8 (9) 15.9 (7) 8.3 (1) 27.3 (3) 11.1 (1) 18.8 (9)
Slightly ADV 4.9 (5) .0 (0) 16.7 (2) .0 (0) .0 (0) 6.2 (3)
Not At All ADV 2.0 (2) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) 11.1 (1) .0 (0)

TOTAL 100.0 (102) 100.0 (44) 100.0 (12) 100.0 (11) 100.0 (9) 100.0 (48)

NOTE: The data in Table 6-11, above, are from the 226 flights

that provided fully completed questionnaires.

The data in Table 6-11 seem to strongly indicate no correlation

between the pilots' attitude toward RNAV and fuel savings. In

each category of fuel savings potential realized, there is a very

strong, positive skew on the attitude continuum, poignantly

accentuated by the fact that 75% of the pilots who achieved less
than 1% of their potential fuel savin2s ranked the utility of

RNAV as "Very" or "Extremely" advantageous.
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622 INDIVIDUAL CITY-PAIRS

Due to an insufficient quantity of pilot questionnaires between 12 of
the 27 city-pairs, this subsection will provide results and analysis
of data collected from flights between the remaining 15 city-pairs only.

622.1 SUCCESS RATE

With three exceptions, the success rate between each city-pair approxi-
mated the same pattern found for all flights between all city-pairs
that was discussed in the preceding subsection. Table 6-12 presents
the distribution of these flights between each city-pair by routing
combination.

TABLE 6-12 DISTRIBUTION OF FLIGHTS BY CITY-PAIR
BY ROUTING COMBINATION

DIRECT/ ORI
DIRECT/ VOR/ VOt/ DIRECT/

CITY-PAIR DIRECT VOR DIRECT VOR DIRECT VOl TOTAL
% (n) 2 (n) 2 (n) 2 (a) ( a) I (n)

fTL-SEA 60.0 (16) 5.0 10.0 (2) .0 (0) 5.0 (1) .0 (0) 100.0 (20)
TL-LAX 90.0 (18) .0 (18) .0 (0) .0 (0) 5.0 (1) .0 (0) 100.0 (20)
TL-PIT 57.9 (11) 31.6 (6) 5.3 (1) .0 (0) .0 (0) 5.3 (1) 100.0 (19)
TL-BU 65.3 (29) 5.9 (2) 2.9 (1) .0 (0) 2.9 (1) 2.9 (1) 100.0 (34)
IA-LAX 82.4 (56) 5.9 (4) 10.3 (7) .0 (0) 1.5 (1) .0 (0) 100.0 (66)
IA-SFO 82.3 (79) 4.2 (4) 3.1 (3) 1.0 (1) 9.4 (9) .0 (0) 100.0 (96)
IA-ORD 79.2 (42) 7.5 (4) 3.8 (2) 1.9 (1) .0 (0) 7.5 (4) 100.0 (53)

,-OlD 86.7 (13) .0 (0) 6.7 (1) .0 (0) 6.7 (1) .0 (0) 100.0 (15)
-JFK 83.7 (36) 11.6 (5) 2.3 (1) .0 (0) .0 (0) 2.3 (1) 100.0 (43)

IAU-Jfl 87.0 (20) 8.7 (2) .0 (0) .0 (0) 4.3 (1) .0 (0) 100.0 (23)
7O-JFK 36.8 (7) 42.1 (8) 21.1 (4) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) 100.0 (19)

-SO 78.9 (15) 5.3 (1) 15.8 (3) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) 100.0 (19)
,-LAX 93.3 (14) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) 6.7 (1) .0 (0) 100.0 (15)
-SFO 89.5 (34) 2.6 (1) 2.6 (1) .0 (0) 2.6 (1) .0 (0) 100.0 (38)

LT-LGA 71.4 (10) 14.3 (2) 14.3 (2) .0 (0) 7.1 (1) .0 (0) 100.0 (14)
L CITY- 80.5 (426) 6.2 (33) 6.2 (33) .6 (3) 3.6 (19) 1.2 (7) 100.0 (529)
PAIRS

NOTE: Totals in the all city-pairs columns reflect the totals over 27
city-pairs and have been reprinted in this table for comparison
purposes only.
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The data from city-pairs ATL-PIT, SFO-JFK, and CLT-LGA deviate
substantially from the pattern displayed for "All City-Pairs."
A further analysis of the data from these city-pairs was con-
ducted to determine the total distance flights were able to fly

direct, even though some were rerouted. The results are
presented in Table 6-13.

TABLE 6-13 AIRCRAFT FLYING A SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF ROUTES

DIRECT BETWEEN SELECTED CITIES

>80% DIRECT >90% DIRECT

CITY-PAIR % (n) % (n)

ATL-PIT 78.9 (15) 68.4 (13)

SFO-JFK 84.2 (16) 63.2 (12)

CLT-LGA 92.9 (13) 85.7 (12)

All City-Pairs 93.6 (495) 88.1 (466)

Table 6-13 reveals that the data from CLT-LGA does not substantially
deviate from that found for all city-pairs, although flights were
rerouted with more frequency than was found overall. The other
two city-pairs still show a marked difference with the overall data;
thus, indicating there may be significant problems affecting their
flight. To explore this possibility, a further analysis of the
reasons for reroute was conducted. The results are presented in

Table 6-14.

TABLE 6-14 REASON FOR REROUTING VIA VOR SYSTEM -

SELECTED CITIES

UPPER SPECIAL USE ATC SYSTEM AIRCRAFT

CITY-PAIR WEATHER WINDS TRAFFIC AIRSPACE OUTAGE EQUIPMENT OTHER

% (n) Z(n) % (n) % (n) % (n) % (n) Z (n)

ATL-PIT - - 55.6 (5) - - 44.4 (4)

SFO-JFK - - 33.3 (4) 41.7 (5) - - 25.0 (3)

CLT-LGA 50.0 (2) - 25.0 (1) 25.0 (1) 1 - - -

The data from Table 6-14 augment the findings in Table 6-13 above,
for CLT-LGA by indicating that the success rate is not only substan-
tial but diminished primarily by a noncontrollable variable, i.e.,
weather. The ARTCC questionnaires were reviewed and no impacts were
reported for this city-pair.

The data in Table 6-14 for ATL-PIT and SFO-JFK show several "Other"
responses. These were checked individually to determine what
comments, if any, may have been provided. The results were that
three out of four "Other" responses for ATL-PIT and all three
responses for SFO-JFK actually fell into the "Traffic" category
since pilot comments indicated that traffic arrival flow was the
reason for reroute. Thus, if the data for these two city-pairs are
rearranged in Table 6-14, "Traffic" becomes an apparent system
prohibition to the direct route between ATL-PIT and both "Traffic"
and "Special Use Airspace" are indicated as a system constraint
between SFO-JFK.
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A review of the ARTCC questionnaires did not reveal any significant
impacts for ATL-PIT even though the pilot questionnaire data seem to
indicate a low success rate. In the case of SFO-JFK, however, the ARTCC
questionnairesdid provide insight into the apparent system constraints.
A joint-use restricted area west of Salt Lake City (R-6405) required
several reroutes of participating flights. Usually these reroutes
were over the Delta, Utah (DTA) VORTAC which lies southeast of R-6405.
Based upon reports from Cleveland ARTCC, these flights were apparently
recleared direct to the Sparta , New Jersey (SAX) VORTAC which is 49
miles from JFK without regard for the HOXIE intermediate fix which had
been preidentified (and filed in the route of flight) as a fix essential
to the flow of arrivals into JFK. The consequence of this action was
borne by Cleveland ARTCC since the flights' tracks were sufficiently
altered to place them in conflict with westbound traffic out of the New
York area, as well as near the boundaries of Cleveland ARTCC's sectors
which increased controller coordination requirements.

622.2 LOCATIONS OF REROUTES

Table 6-12 indicates that most flights were very successful in conducting
their entire flight via direct routing, as filed, with exception of the
three city-pairs previously discussed. In order to further refine the
success rate between each city-pair, location of all reroutes were
reviewed and tabulated in terms of significant portions of routes flown
direct. Two distance percentages were selected for comparison purposes
to the aggregate data findings. The results are presented in Table
6-15.

TABLE 6-15 AIRCRAFT FLYING A SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF
ROUTES DIRECT BETWEEN SELECTED CITIES

>80% DIRECT >90% DIRECT
CITY-PAIR % (n) % (n)

ATL-SEA 95 (19) 90 (18)
ATL-LAX 100 (20) 100 (20)
ATL-PIT 79 (15) 68 (13)
ATL-BUF 97 (33) 85 (29)
MIA-LAX 96 (65) 87 (59)MIA-SFO 95 (91) 93 (89)
MIA-ORD 85 (45) 81 (43)
LAX-ORD 100 (15) 100 (15)
LAX-JFK 100 (43) 93 (40)

1AH-JFK 91 (21) 87 (20)
SFO-JFK 84 (16) 63 (12)
JFK-SFO 95 (18) 89 (17)
JFK-LAX 100 (15) 100 (15)
EWR-SFO 95 (36) 89 (34)
CLT-LGA 93 (13) 86 (12)
ALL CITY-PAIRS 93.6 (495) 88.1 (466)

NOTE: Totals in the All City-Pairs columns reflect the totals over
27 city-pairs and have been reprinted in this table for
comparison purposes only.
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With exception of the three city-pairs previously discussed, the data in
Table 6-15 closely approximates the findings between all city-pairs. It

is interesting to note that the data for ATL-LAX, LAX-ORD, and JFK-LAX
show that 100% of the flights flew more than 90% of the total distance
direct, even though several flights were rerouted. In general, all of
the city-pairs wich high percentages in both columns reflect the findings
in Subsection 621 concerning "Traffic Arrival Flow"; albeit, the relative
impact, as far as distance is concerned, was not substantial.

622.3 REASONS FOR REROUTES (SYSTEM PROHIBITIONS)

Reasons for reroutes provided by the pilot questionnaires were tabulated
for each city-pair by totaling the answers to questions 8, 12, and
16. The results are presented in Table 6-16.

TABLE 6-16 DISTRIBUTION OF FLIGHTS BY CITY-PAIR BY REASON

FOR REROUTING VIA VOR SYSTEM - SELECTED CITIES

SPECIAL ATC
UPPER USE SYSTEM AIRCRAFT

CITY- WEATHER WINDS TRAFFIC AIRSPACE OUTAGE QUIPHENT OTHER TOTAL
PAIR % (n) 2 (n) % (n) % (n) % (n) 2 (n) 2 (n) (n)
ATL-SEA 75.0 (3) 25.0 (1) - 4- -

ATL-LAX 50.0 (1) 50.0 (1) - - - (2)
TL-PIT - 55.6 (5) - - 44.4 (4) (9)

ATL-BUF 33.3 (2) 50.0 (3) - - 16.7 (1) (6)

MIA-LAX 8.3 (1) 25.0 (3) 58.3 (7) 8.3 (1) - - (12)
MIA-SFO 41.2 (7) 41.2 (7) 5.9 (1) - 5.9 (1) 5.9 (1) (17)
MIA-ORD 66.7 (10) 26.7 (4) - - 6.7 (1) (15)
LAX-ORD 100.0 (1) - - - - - (1)
LAX-JFK - 50.0 (4) - - - 50.0 (4) (8)
IAH-JFK - 66.7 (2) - - 33.3 (1) (3)

SFO-JFK - 33.3 (4) 41.7 (5) - - 25.0 (3) (12)
JFK-SFO - 25.0 (1) 25.0 (1) 50.0 (2) - - (4)
JFK-LAX - 100.0 (1) - - - - - (1)
WR-SF - - 25.0 (1) 25.0 (1) 25.0 (1) - 25.0 (1) (4)
CLT-LGA 50.0 (2) - 25.0 (1) 25.0 (1) - - - (4)
L CITY- 26.4 (29) 0.9 (1) 35.4 (39) 15.5 (17) 3.6 (4) 0.9 (1) 17.3 (19) (110)
PAIRS

NOTE: Totals in the All City-Pairs columns reflect the totals over

27 city-pairs and have been reprinted in this table for comparison
purposes only.
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Table 6-16 reveals some variability between the individual city-pairs.
"Traffic" was cited as a reason for reroute between all but two of the
city-pairs and, in general, as the number of responses increased, so does
the frequency of "Traffic." "Weather" seemed to affect flights between
MIA-SFO and MIA-ORD much more than the other city-pairs. However, the
relatively low frequency of "Weather" between MIA-LAX may indicate that
the data are somewhat misleading in this regard. Overall, the low number
of responses between each city-pair contraindicate further analysis of
this data.

The ARTCC questionnaires were reviewed in conjunction with the responses
pilots cited as reasons for reroutes. The results were as follows:

ATL-SEA. Minneapolis ARTCC submitted three questionnaires and Memphis
ARTCC submitted one. All were classified as nonimpacts but did result
in increased controller workload through radar vectoring. Each of
the questionnaires submitted by Minneapolis indicated that Operation
Free Flight participants were conflicting with the high altitude arrivals
into Denver. Apparently, the Operational Free Flight participants
were vectored in lieu of rerouted, given the low number of pilot ques-
tionnaires indicating reroutes.

ATL-LAX. Port Worth ARTCC submitted one questionnaire which indicated
that one flight required rerouting due to restricted area R-5601. This
was classified as a nonimpact, as only one report was received. No pilot
reports citing "Special Use Airspace" were received.

ATL-PIT. Two ARTCC questionnaires were received. Indianapolis ARTCC
cited one situation where the flight was in conflict with the flow of
other traffic and Atlanta ARTCC cited a case of a similar nature. Both
were classified as nonimpacts, evidently being isolated cases. It was
established that the flight reported by Atlanta had been "controller
accommodated" by being cleared to destination airport instead of the
arrival area fix. The pilot questionnaires reflect several instances
where reroutes were required due to "Traffic."

ATL-BUF. Cleveland ARTCC submitted eight questionnaires, two of which
were traced to incorrect flight plan entries by Atlanta ARTCC. One cited
the need to reroute aircraft by the preferential routing after the
arrival area fix (Note: Preferential routing (other than STAR's) from
arrival area fixes to the destination airports were added to the filed
routes on January 5, 1981. During the dota collection of the evaluation,
only STAR's were included in the route of flight.) and 5 cited traffic
(for spacing or separation) or weather. These were classified as
impacts and will be discussed further under Subsection 650. One other
report was received. Indianapolis ARTCC cited a traffic flow conflict,
but it was determined that the causative factor was an incorrect coordi-
nate being entered by Atlanta ARTCC. The pilot questionnaires indicated
reroutes for "Traffic" and "Weather."
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MIA-SFO. Four reports were received from Los Angeles ARTCC. Three
described reroutes to participants due to the restricted area, R-4808,
complex northwest of Las Vegas, Nevada. The other involved traffic
arrival flow and weather. Apparently, vectors were used predominantly
to route the aircraft around these restricted areas when flight could
not be conducted through them. The pilot questionnaires cite "Traffic"
and "Weather" as the major reasons for reroutes.

MIA-ORD One questionnaire was submitted by Atlanta ARTCC which described
a reroute due to weather which was impacting arrivals into the Chicago
area. "Weather" was most often cited by the pilot questionnaires for this
city-pair.

LAX-ORD No ARTCC reports were received. The pilot questionnaires
indicate 100% success.

LAX-JFK Three reports were received from Cleveland ARTCC, all indicating
a need to reroute aircraft to get them into the arrival flow for New York.
The pilot questionnaires indicated the same trend. One report from
Minneapolis and one from New York cited traffic separation and an atten-
dant need to vector the flights. "Traffic" was cited several times in the
pilot questionnaires.

IAH-JFK. No ARTCC reports were received. The pilot questionnaires do not
indicate any significant patterns.

SFO-JFK. Sixteen ARTCC reports were received from Salt Lake and Cleveland
ARTCC's concerning these flights. The impact was as described in Subsec-
tion 622.1. The pilot questionnaires indicate the same patterns.

JFK-SFO. Two ARTCC reports were received. One involved a breakdown
in coordinating the Operation Free Flight route and has been discounted.
The other was received from Denver ARTCC and cited an en route traffic
flow conflict with arrivals in the Denver area. The pilot questionnaires
do not indicate any particular pattern, except a high success rate.

JFK-LAX. No ARTCC reports were received. The pilot questionnaires
indicate a 100% success rate.

EWR-SFO. One questionnaire from Denver ARTCC and two from Minneapolis
ARTCC indicated an en route traffic flow conflict with arrivals into
Denver. All reflect the same pattern as found with ATL-SEA and JFK-SFO.
New York ARTCC submitted four reports. One cited Radar Data Processor
failure which resulted in rerouting one participant. The others described
the need to vector participants for separation from other departures due
to a slight incompatibility with the departure flow while the Operation
Free Flight aircraft were proceeding on a direct route before reaching
cruise altitude. The pilot questionnaires indicate a high success rate
for this city-pair.
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CLT-LGA. No ARTCC reports were received. The pilot questionnaires

indicate a high success rate when total distance direct is considered.

622.4 PILOT ATTITUDE

The distribution of responses by city-pair to the single question
regarding pilots' viewpoint on the advantage of RNAV is presented in
Table 6-17.

TABLE 6-17 DISTRIBUTION OF FLIGHTS BETWEEN CITY-PAIRS
BY PILOT VIEWPOINT ABOUT RNAV

EXTREMELY VERY MDERATELY SLIGHTLY NOT AT ALL
CITY-PAIR ADVANTAGEOUS ADVANTAGEOUS ADVANTAGEOUS ADVANTAGEOUS ADVANTAGEOUS TOTAL

X (n) z (u) Z (n) % (n) Z (n) % (n)
ATL-SEA 45.0 (9) 50.0 (10) 5.0 (1) .0 (0) .0 100.0 20
ATL-LAX 60.0 (12) 35.0 (7) 5.0 (1) .0 (0) .0 (0) 100.0 (20)
ATL-PIT 10.5 (2) 47.4 (9) 26.3 (5) 10.5 (2) 5.3 (1) 100.0 (19)
ATL-SUF 29.4 (10) 26.5 (9) 17.6 (6) 26.5 (9) .0 (0) 100.0 (34)
MIA-LAX 52.9 (36) 22.1 (15) 14.7 (10) 10.3 (7) .0 (0) 100.0 (68)
NIA-SPO 74.0 (71) 17.7 (17) 7.3 (7) .0 (0) 1.0 (1) 100.0 (96)
KIA-ORD 39.6 (21) 24.5 (13) 17.0 (9) 15.1 (8) 3.8 (2) 100.0 (53)
LAX-ORD 53.3 (8) 20.0 (3) 20.0 (3) 6.7 (1) .0 (0) 100.0 (15)
LAX-JFK 30.2 (13) 32.6 (14) 18.6 (8) 14.0 (6) 4.7 (2) 100.0 (43)
IAI-JFK 43.5 (10) 34.8 (8) 17.4 (4) 4.3 (1) .0 (0) 100.0 (23)
SFO-JFK 31.6 (6) 26.3 (5) 26.3 (5) 10.5 (2) 5.3 (1) 100.0 (19)
JFK-SIO 26.3 (5) 26.3 (5) 15.8 (3) 26.3 (5) 5.3 (1) 100.0 (19)
JFK-LAZ 33.3 (5) 33.3 (5) 13.3 (2) 20.0 (30) .0 (0) 100.0 (15)
EWi-$SO 39.5 (15) 50.0 (19) 10.5 (4) .0 (0) .0 (0) 100.0 (38)
CLT-LCA 57.1 (8) 35.7 (5) .0 (0) 7.1 (1) .0 (0) 100.0 (14)
ALL CITY- 46.7 (247) 29.3 (155) 13.6 (72) 8.7 (46) 1.7 (9) 100.0 (529)

FAIL_

NOTE: Totals for All City-Pairs reflect the totals over 27 city-pairs
and have been reprinted in this table for comparison purposes
only.

The data in Table 6-17 above, show several deviations from the pattern
established overall. These occur in both directions, i.e., positive and
negative. To show these with greater clarity, the categories "Extremely"
and "Very" and "Slightly" and "Not at All" were combined. The signifi-
cant results are presented in Table 6-18.
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TABLE 6-18 DISTRIBUTION OF FLIGHTS BETWEEN CITY-PAIRS BY
PILOT VIEWPOINT ABOUT RNAV (MODIFIED)

EXTREMELY
OR VERY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY OR NOT

CITY-PAIR ADVANTAGEOUS ADVANTAGEOUS AT ALL ADVANTAGEOUS TOTAL
_ z (n) 2 (n) Z (n) Z (n)

ATL-SEA 95.0 (19) 5.0 (1) .0 (0) 100.0 (20)
ITL-LAX 95.0 (19) 5.0 (1) .0 (0) 100.0 (20)
IA-SFO 91.7 (88) 7.3 (7) 1.0 (1) 100.0 (96)
-SFO 89.5 (34) 10.5 (4) .0 (0) 100.0 (38)
.T-LGA 92.8 (13) .0 (0) 7.1 (0) 100.0 (14)

TL-PIT 57.9 (11) 26.3 (5) 15.8 (3) 100.0 (19)
TL-BUF 55.9 (19) 17.6 (6) 26.5 (9) 100.0 (34)
IA-ORD 64.1 (34) 17.0 (9) 18.9 (10) 100.0 (53)
-JFK 62.8 (27) 18.6 (8) 18.7 (8) 100.0 (43)

SFO-JFK 57.9 (11) 26.3 (5) 15.8 (3) 100.0 (19)
JFK-LAX 66.6 (10) 13.3 (2) 20.0 (3) 100.0 (15)

JFK-SFO 52.6 (10) 15.8 (3) 31.6 (6) 100.0 (19)

L CITY- 76.0 (402) 13.6 (72) 10.4 (55) 100.0 (529)
PAIRS

The data from three city-pairs (MIA-LAX, LAX-ORD, and IAH-JFK) followed
approximately the same pattern as found in the aggregate and have not
been included in Table 6-18. The first five city-pairs listed in the
above table show a significantly more positive attitude toward RNAV than
the remaining seven city-pairs. When this information is compared to
the data reported by Table 6-15, there seems to be some correlation
between "success rate" and pilot attitude toward RNAV. The data from
Tables 6-15 and 6-18 have been combined and modified to show this rela-
tionship and are presented in Table 6-19.
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TABLE 6-19 SUCCESS RATE AND PILOT VIEWPOINT COMPARED

EXTREMELY OR VERY
>90% DIRECT ADVANTAGEOUS

CITY-PAIR Z (n) Z (n)
ATL-SEA 90 (18) 95 (19)
ATL-LAX 100 (20) 95 (19)
MIA-SFO 93 (89) 92 (88)
EWR-SFO 89 (34) 90 (34)
CLT-LGA 86 (12) 93 (13)
ATL-PIT 68 (13) 58 (11)
ATL-BUF 85 (29) 56 (19)
MIA-ORD 81 (43) 64 (34)
LAX-JFK 93 (40) 63 (27)
SFO-JFK 63 (12) 58 (11)

JFK-LAX 100 (15) 67 (10)
JFK-SFO 89 (17) 53 (10)

ALL CITY- 88 (466) 76 (402)
PAIRS

There are sufficient variations in Table 6-19, however, to strongly
suggest that other factors are influential in shaping pilot attitude.
The data for CLT-LGA, ATL-BUF, LAX-JFK, JFK-LAX, and JFK-SFO support this
contention. The perspective of the United Airlines' pilots, which was
discussed in Subsection 621.4, accounts for some of the variation but
certainly not all since many of the reports were from Eastern Airlines'
pilots. Further exploration of this area was considered to be beyond the
program's scope.

An examination of pilot attitude and success in achieving estimated
fuel savings potential was severely hampered by the small quantity of
fully completed questionnaires between individual city-pairs. Only the
city-pairs of MIA-LAX, MIA-SFO, and EWR-SFO produced a fair number of
responses, and these have been selected for reporting the distribution
of pilot attitude with respect to percentage of fuel savings actually
realized. This data is presented in Tables 6-20A, B, and C.
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TABLE 6-20A PILOTS' VIEWPOINT 21 PERCENTAGE OF FUEL SAVINGS
REALIZED - MIA-LAX

)100% 100-80% 79-601 59-401 39-11 <!11
VIEWPOINT 1 (a) ! (!) Z (a) Z (a) I (a) I (a)

EXTREMELY ADVANTAGEOUS 40.0 (8) - .0 W 100.0 (1) ,30.0 (1) 100.0 (2) 33.YT(2
VERY ADVANTAGEOUS 40.0 (8) 50.0 (1) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) 16.7 (1)
NODER.ATELY ADVANTAGEOUS 15.0 (3) 50.0 (1) .0 (0) 50.0 (1) .0 (0) 33.3 (2)
SLIGHTLY ADVANTAGEOUS 5.0 (1) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) 16.7 (1)

NOT AT ALL ADVANTAGEOUS .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)

TOTAL 100.0 (20) 100.0 (2) 100.0 (1) 100.0 (2) 100.0 (2) 100.0 (6)

TABLE 6-20B PILOTS' VIEWPOINT BY PERCENTAGE OF FUEL SAVINGS
REALIZED - NIA-SFO

>1002 100-802 79-60% 59-402 39-11 (11

EXTREMELY ADVANTAGEOUS 50.0 (12) 71.4 (5) 100.0 (5) 60.0 (3) 100.0 2 80.0 )
VERY ADVANTAGEOUS 20.0 (3) 28.6 (2) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) 20.0 (2)
MODERATELY ALVANTAGEOUS .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) 40.0 (2) .0 (0) .0 (0)
SLIGHTLY ADVANTAGEOUS .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)
NOT AT ALL ADVANTAGEOUS .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)

TOTAL 100.0 (15) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (5) 100.0 (5) 100.0 (2) 100.0 (10)

TABLE 6-20C PILOTS' VIEWPOINT BY PERCENTAGE OF FUEL SAVINGS
REALIZED - EWR-SFO

>1001 100-801 79-60% 59-40% 39-11 <11
XTRE !LY ADVANTAGEOUS 37.5 (6) 25.0 (1) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) 40.0 (2) -

RY ADVANTAGEOUS 50.0 (8) 75.0 (3) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) 40.0 (2)

ODEKATELY ADVANTAGEOUS 12.5 (2) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) 20.0 (1)
LIGHTLY ADVANTAGEOUS .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)
or AT ALL ADVANTAGEOUS .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)

from 100.0 (16) 100.0 (4) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) 100.0 (5)

The data in Tables 6-20A, B, and C reveal the same pattern as found for

all city-pairs depicted in Table 6-11; namely, a strong positive skew on

the attitude continuum with several respondents expressing "Very" or

"Extremely" advantageous even though less than 1% of their fuel savings

potential was realized.
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630 OPERATION FREL FLIGHT FUEL SAV11NGS

Objective 411 - Determine the potential fuel savinys which may be realized by
flying direct. Subobjective 411.1 - Determine how successful Uperation Free
Flight participants were in achieving their fuel savings potential.

631 ALL CITY-PAIRS

Overall, the data indicate that when fuel is saved by flying direct
(great circle), the en route fuel savings is relatively small but
significant when accumulated. Table 6-21 depicts the results of the 226
participants' answers to questions 19, 20, and 21. (Note: Question 19a
proved to be not useful and has been excluded from this report.)

TABLE 6-21 DISTRIBUTION OF FLIGHTS BETWEEN ALL CITY-PAIRS BY
GALLONS OF FUEL CONSUMED BETWEEN DEPARTURE AND ARRIVAL FIJXS

Gallons Actual:j Estimated Consumption Estimated Consumption
Consumed Via Direct Routing Via Airways

2,013,760 Sale. 2,016,738 gals. 2,055,521 gals.

The fuel data presented in Table 6-21 above, considered the estimated
and actual fuel consumption between departure and arrival area fixes.
Fuel consumed prior to departure, on the departure routing, and during
the arrival phase of flight, together with any delays at either end,
have been excluded. The data was derived from different types of
aircraft, with different fuel consumption characteristics. Types of
aircraft were A-300, L-1011, DC-10, and B-747.

Overall, the data reflect a fuel savings of 41,761 gallons for 226
flights; averaging 185 gallons per flight. However, the fuel saved
amounts to 2.03% of the estimated fuel consumption via airways.

Analysis revealed that there was considerable variation in the amount of
fuel saved, ranging from a negative 1,216 gallons to a high of 1,433
gallons. Most flights saved fuel, based upon the estimates of consump-
tion; however, forty-eight flights did not.

The data indicate that the participating airlines are marginally
successful in predicting when fuel savings will accrue by flying the
shortest distance, as opposed to an airways route. The data in Table
6-22 is from the 226 flights and depicts their relative success in
achieving their fuel savings potential. (Fuel savings potential was
determined by subtracting estimated consumption via direct from esti-
mated consumption via airways. Actual consumption of fuel en route,
which was reported by pilots, was subtracted from the estimate via
airways to determine actual savings.)

TABLE 6-22 PERCENTAGE OF POTENTIAL FUEL SAVINGS ACTUALLY REALIZED
BETWEEN ALL CITY-PAIRS

S 100-80 79-602 59-402 39-12 -clII (n) 2 (n) 2 (n) Z (a) 2 (n) 2 (0)

45.1 (102) 19.5 (44) 5.3 (12) 4.9 (11) 4.0 (9) 21.2 (48)
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The data in Table 6-22, above, show that 64.6% of the flights reporting
achieved 80% or more of their estimated fuel savings, with 14.2% achiev-
ing somewhere between 1% and 79%. An interesting aspect of this data is
that 21.2% achieved less than 1% of their estimated potential.

To further explore the data in Table 6-22, the data was arranged by
flight pattern combination. The results are presented in Table 6-23.

TABLE 6-23 PERCENTACE OF FUEL SAVINGS POTENTIAL REALIZED BY
ROUTING COMBINATION

Direct/VOR/ Direct/VOR/
Percentage Direct Direct/VOR Direct VOR VOR/Direct Direct
Realized 1 (a) Z (n) 2 (a) 2 (n) W (a) 2 ()

zO0l0 46.3 (84) 50.0 (8) 43.8 (7) .0 (0) 37.5 (3) .0 (0)
100-802 19.2 (35) 25.0 (4) 12.5 (2) 100.0 (1) 25.0 (2) 33.3 (1)
79-60% 4.9 (9) 6.3 (1) 6.3 (1) .0 (0) .0 (0) 33.3 (1)
59-40Z 4.4 (8) .0 (0) 6.3 (1) .0 (0) 12.5 (1) .0 (0)
39- I 3.8 (7) 6.3 (1) 6.3 (1) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)
- 1 21.4 (39) 12.5 (2) 25.0 (4) .0 (0) 25.0 (2) 33.3 (1)

TOTAL 100.0 (182) 100.0 (16) 100.0 (16) 100.0 (1) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (3)

Percentage of fuel savings potential realized when distributed by
routing combination, reveals that the majority of flights were able to
achieve more than 80% of their fuel savings potential regardless of
routing combination. Presumedly, this occurred because of the high
percentage of aircraft that were able to fly more than 80% of the

'distance direct, even though they were rerouted via airways at some
point along the route (reported in Table 6-6).

The extreme cases (< 1%) in Table 6-23 do not appear to favor any
particular combination. Indeed, most such cases also reported that
they flew 100% of the distance direct. Various factors explain why
a higher percentage did lot achieve their potential, such as upper
winds being stronger than forecast, vectors required around weather,
heavy traffic and associated altitude/speed changes, and reroutes via
airways for, usually, weather or traffic. Pilot comments on the ques-
tionnaires frequently pointed to these reasons for consuming more fuel
than expected.
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It also must be recognized that in nearly all cases, the marginal

difference between direct and via airways estimated fuel consumption was

not large. In fact, in many cases the estimated difference was less
than 500 pounds (75 gallons). This occurred most frequently between

those city-pairs which are linked by the VOR airway structure in such a
way as to approximate a great circle.

632 INDIVIDUAL CITY-PAIRS

In most cases, too few questionnaires with fuel data were received
between individual city-pairs to credibly report findings, conduct

analysis, and offer conclusions. Accordingly, this subsection has been
limited in scope and will present data from city-pairs between which ten
or more fully completed questionnaires were received. Table 6-24 lists

these city-pairs and tabulates the gallons of fuel actually consumed

plus the estimated consumption via direct and airways.

TABLE 6-24 DISTRIBUTION OF FLIGHTS BETWEEN SELECTED CITY-PAIRS
BY GALLONS OF FUEL CONSUMED BETWEEN DEPARTURE AND
ARRIVAL FIXES

Gallons Actually Estimated Consumption Estimated Consumption

City-Pair Consumed Via Direct Routing Via Airways

ATL-BUF 39,845 39,515 41,216
NIA-LAX 366,612 370,433 374,343
KIA-SFO 400,557 397,994 410,526
MIA-ORD 65,628 65,015 66,881
LAX-JFK 125,955 127,858 129,112
1AR-JPI 62,810 62,482 66,049

!SFO-JFK 131,343 132,448 134,119
JFK-SFO 149,209 149,433 150,388

EWR-SFO 387,881 391,343 394,262

The data from Table 6-24, above, were used to calculate fuel savings
as a percentage of the airway estimate and the average savings per
aircraft. Table 6-25 presents the results.

TABLE 6-25 FUEL SAVINGS BETWEEN SELECTED CITY-PAIRS

Fuel Savings as a Average Fuel Number of

Gallons of Fuel Percentage of Estimated Savings per Flights

City-Pair Saved Airway Consumption Flight (gallons) Reporting

ATL-BUF 1,371 3.3% 91 gals. 15
MIA-LAX 7,731 2.1% 234 gale. 33

MIA-SFO 9,969 2.4% 227 gale. 44

MIA-ORD 1,253 1.9% 84 gals. 15
LAX-JFK 3,157 2.42 287 gals. 11
IAH-JFK 3,239 4.9% 249 gals. 13

SFO-JFK 2,776 2.1Z 252 gale. 11
JFK-SFo 1,179 0.8 118 gals. 10

EZR-SFO 6,381 1.6% 255 gale. 25

ALL CITY
PAIRS 41,761 2.032 185 gals. 226

NOTE: Data provided for all city-pairs are from 226 flights and are shown for

comparison purposes only.
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Table 6-25, above, shows the wide range of average fuel savings per
flight between the selected city-pairs and places this data into per-
spective when expressed as a percentage of estimated airway consumption.
Since in many cases, several types of aircraft with different fuel
consumption characteristics generated the data, the percentage figures
and average savings per flight should be viewed with this in mind.
Predictably, the percentage figures reflect the fact that airway dis-
tance is very close to great circle distance in many cases.

With exception of IAH-JFK and LAX-JFK, several flights between these
nine city-pairs saved less than 1% of their estimated potential fuel
savings, and there were notable exceptions to the overall trend pre-
sented in Table 6-22 as far as success in achieving potential fuel
savings was concerned. Table 6-26 presents this data by city-pair.

TABLE 6-26 PERCENTAGE OF POTENTIAL FUEL SAvINGS ACTUALLY
REALIZED BETWEEN SELECTED CITY-PAIRS

City-Pair IOOZ 100-802 79-60% 59-40% 39-11 - 12 TOTALI (n) Z (a) 2 (a) Z (a) 2 (n) 2 (a) 2 (a)

ATL-BUF 40.0 (6) 26.7 (4) .0 (0) .0 (0) 6.7 (1) 26.7 (4) 100.0 (15)
IA-LAX 60.6 (20) 6.1 (2) 3.0 (1) 6.1 (2) 6.1 (2) 18.2 (6) 100.0 (33)

MIA-SFO 34.1 (15) 15.9 (7) 11.4 (5) 11.4 (5) 4.5 (2) 22.7 (10) 100.0 (44)
HIA-ORD 33.3 (5) 20.0 (3) 13.3 (2) .0 (0) .0 (0) 33.3 (5) 100.0 (15)
LAX-JFK 54.5 (6) 18.2 (2) 9.1 (1) 9.1 (1) .0 (0) 9.1 (1) 100.0 (11)
IAH-JFK 15.4 (2) 69.2 (9) 7.7 (1) .0 (0) 7.7 (1) .0 (0) 100.0 (13)
SFO-JFK 45.5 (5) 18.2 (2) .0 (0) 9.1 (1) .0 (0) 27.3 (3) 100.0 (11)
JFK-SFO 70.0 (7) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) 30.0 (3) 100.0 (10)
W-SFO 64.0 (16) 16.0 (4) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) 20.0 (5) 100.0 (25)

AL CITY
PAIRS 45.1 (102) 19.5 (44) 5.3 (12) 4.9 (11) 4.0 (9) 21.2 (48) 100.0 (226)

NOTE: Data provided for all city-pairs are from 226 flights and are
provided for comparison purposes only.

The data in Table 6-26, above, show a significantly higher success rate
in achieving 80% or more of estimated fuel savings potential, compared
to the all city-pair trend, for LAX-JFK (72.7%), IAH-JFK (84.6%),
JFK-SFO (70.0%), and EWR-SFO (80.0%). These findings, when compared to
the data in Table 6-25, reveal that these four city-pairs also include
both the lowest and highest fuel savings when expressed as a percentage
of estimated airway consumption - JFK-SFO and IAH-JFK.

Further analysis of the data between individual city-pairs was severely
hampered by the low number of fully completed questionnaires. Only
between three city-pairs was the response rate of fair quantity -
MIA-LAX (33), MIA-SFO (44), and EWR-SFO (25). When the distribution of
potential fuel savings realized was arranged according to the routing
combinations, an interesting pattern emerged. This data is presented in
Tables 6-27, 6-28, and 6-29.
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TABLE 6-27 PERCENTAGE OF POTENTIAL FUEL SAVINGS REALIZED BY
ROUTING COMBINATION - MIA-LAX

Direct/VOR/ VOR/DIRECT/
Percentage Direct Direct/VOR Direct VOR VOR/DIRECT VOR
Realized Z (n) 2 (n) 2 (n) Z (n) Z (n) I (a)

=a1001 63.0 (17) 100.0 (2) 25.0 (1) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)
100-802 3.7 (1) .0 (0) 25.0 (1) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)
79-60% 3.7 (1) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)
59-40% 3.7 (1) .0 (0) 25.0 (1) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)
39-12 7.4 (2) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)
4 12 16.5 (5) .0 (0) 25.0 11) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)

TOTAL 100.0 (27) 100.0 (2) 100.0 (4) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)

TABLE 6-28 PERCENTAGE OF POTENTIAL FUEL SAVINGS
REALIZED BY ROUTING COMBINATION - MIA-SFO

Direct/VOR/ VOR/DIRECT/
Percentage Direct Direct/VOl Direct VOR VOR/DIRECT VOR
Realized I (u) Z (n) 2 (n) 2 (n) Z (n) I (n)

> 1002 35.3 (12) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) 42.9 (3) .0 (0)
100-802 11.8 (4) .0 (0) 50.0 (1) .0 (0) 28.6 (2) .0 (0)
79-602 11.8 (4) .0 (0) 50.0 (1) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)
59-402 11.8 (4) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) 14.3 (1) .0 (0)
39-12 5.9 (2) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)
-12 23.5 (8) 100.0 (1) .0 (0) .0 (0) 14.3 (1) .0 (0)

TOTAL 100.0 (34) 100.0 (1) 100.0 (2) .0 (0) 100.0 (7) .0 (0)

TABLE 6-29 PERCENTAGE OF POTENTIAL FUEL SAVINGS
REALIZED BY ROUTING COMBINATION - EWR-SFO

Direct/VOR/ VOR/DIRECT/
Percentege Direct Direct/VOl Direct VOR VOR/DIRECT VOR
Realized 2 (n) Z (n) 2 (n) 2 (n) 2 (n) Z (n)

Z11002 59.1 (13) 100.0 (2) 100.0 (1) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)
100-802 18.2 (4) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)
79-602 .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)
59-402 .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)
39-12 .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)
< 12 22.7 (5) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)

TOTAL 100.0 (22) 100.0 (2) 100.0 (1) .0 (0) .0 (0) .0 (0)

In each of the above tables, the data is clustered under the "Direct"

routing combination; thus, indicating the aircraft flew 100% of the

distance direct, as filed. Yet, in each case a significant percentage

of these flights achieved less than 1% of their estimated fuel savings

potential. This pattern was also evident for the other city-pairs;

albeit, the low number of responses may be misleading. Nonetheless, the

data strongly suggests that this pattern, as reported by Table 6-23 for

all city-pairs, is consistent between each, rather than the result of a

few city-pairs distorting the totals.
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640 ATC SYSTEM IMPACT

Objective 413 - Determine ATC system impact of Operation Free Flight in terms
of:

413.1 - Controller workload;

413.2 - NAS 9020 computer processing demands;

413.3 - NAS 9020 computer's ability to accurately post flight progress
strips within and between ARTCCs;

413.4 - Departure/arrival flow compatibility; and

413.5 - En route airspace conflicts.

641 CONTROLLER WORKLOAD

It is important to establish a point that qualifies this category. While the
controller questionnaire addressed concern for, or interest in, the workload
imposed upon the controller as a result of Operation Free Flight's direct
route concept, the true analysis should be made on any "additional" controller
workload. This is an important qualifier because there were a number of
statements reflecting an "impact" on controller workload which subsequently
described the nature of this workload as "vectors around weather" or "vectors
for traffic." While these are, of course, workload factors, they were never
found to be "additional" workload as a result of Operation Free Flight, or the I
direct route concept of flying.

The same held true for those questionnaires reflecting an impact in the
category of "computer." The statements which followed alluded to the fact
that whenever a controller had to make a computer entry, there was an impact.
This, too, needs clarification. First of all, there was absolutely no
reported impact on the computer. Secondly, the controller workload impact
which was identified was, once again, no additional workload to that normally
found when a controller updates the computer as a result of a vector or
reroute.

642 NAS 9020 COMPUTER PROCESSING DEMANDS

There were no adverse responses from any ARTCC regarding impacts in this
area.

643 NAS 9020 COMPUTER'S ABILITY TO ACCURATELY POST FLIGHT PROGRESS STRIPS

There were no adverse responses from any ARTCC regarding impacts in this
area.

644 DEPARTURE/ARRIVAL FLOW COMPATIBILITY

In the early stages of Operation Free Flight's development, it seemed quite
apparent that tie esabishment of certain ground rules, aimed at satisfying
departure and arrival flow, would be necessary. As a result of this assump-
tion, those air traffic control facilities whose operation would be impacted
were involved in the flight planning. Arrival and departure transition areas
were considered, and routings were established with the express purpose of
delivering to those points, and not the airport proper.
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With very few exceptions, the fixes which were established initially remained.
In those cases where it was necessary to make an adjustment, it became even
more obvious that such fixes, or transition areas, were of major importance in
achieving a smooth and efficient flow.

The coordination required in meeting the needs of the facility was handled
directly between ASO-530 and the affected facility, with problem resolution
quick and simple, with no adverse impact upon the user or the test. This is
important to note for several reasons. They are: (1) the initial theory that
delivery to departure and arrival fixes to satisfy specific flow requirements
was validated; (2) thorough planning is needed when initially establishing
these fixes; (3) during the normal course of events, an adjustment may be
necessary to satisfy flow requirements; and (4) these changes are not diffi-
cult to make within the framework of the ATC system.

645 EN ROUTE AIRSPACE CONFLICTS

In assessing system impact in this category, two other categories came into
play. Those categories are controller workload and flow compatibility.

Bearing in mind, the earlier qualifying statement that "additional" controller
workload is what needs to be identified, and not simply those workload factors
found in the existing system on a day-to-day basis, consider the following:
(1) crossing traffic in the en route environment will exist whether on airways
or random routes; (2) crossing and converging situations at a common naviga-
tional aid, with its spiderweb effect, is less "airspace efficient," often
calling for altitude changes for cross-out; (3) vectors in a less congested
area are simpler with no "additional" workload; (4) having all traffic along
established routes may provide uniformity but adds to the potential for over-
takes and head-on situations while reducing some of the flexibility for pilot
discretion descents. All-in-all, potential en route airspace conflicts appear
to lessen in most cases of direct routing.

However, there will be areas where an incompatibility exists between direct
routing and traffic flow. This kind of situation appears to be rare, and may
call for action ranging from a dog-leg route around such a traffic flow, to
altitude restrictions which top the traffic queuing-up for arrival. During
the test, only two traffic flows were encountered which required the action
described above. As stated previously, none of the problems identified during
the course of the test were unresolvable.
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700 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

This section compiles the significant results discussed in, and derived from,
the analysis presented in Section 600. For ease of correlation with the
objectives, discussion of results and analysis, the summary is divided into
three major subsections which directly relate to each technical objective.
Within each subsection, the summary is divided into aggregate, all city-pair
findings, and individual city-pair results.

710 OPERATION FREE FLIGHT SUCCESS RATE AND SYSTEM PROHIBITIONS

711 ALL CITY-PAIRS

0 Twenty-seven city-pairs were tested during the period June 1 to
December 31, 1980. A total of 5,356 flights potentially could
have participated; 1,919 flights were selected by airline computers
for the Operation Free Flight route. This amounts to a selection
rate of 36% overall, with parameters of 27% and 40% making up the
minimum and maximum selection rates by participating airlines.

* Data was collected by pilot questionnaire from 529 flights for an
overall 28% rate of return from participants; minimum and maximum
rates of return for the participating airlines were 20% and 53%
respectively.

0 The 529 pilot questionnaires represent a nonrandom sample of all
participating flights which totaled 1,919. It was determined
that there are no discernable reasons to suspect that the overall
sample data and the trends they reflect are biased in any parti-
cular fashion. A paucity of data between some city-pairs, however,
limited the degree of analysis and prevented conclusions from the
sample data alone.

* Overall, participants were very successful in being able to conduct
their flights via the RNAV great circle routes between departure
and arrival area fixes with 80.5% flying 100% of the distance
direct. Even those that were rerouted via airways were able to fly
direct for most of the distance. When these flights are added to
those that were 100% successful, the data reflect that 93.6% of all
flights flew more than 80% of the distance direct and 88.1% flew
more than 90% of the distance direct.

* "Traffic" and "Weather" were most often cited as reasons for being

rerouted via airways.

0 "Weather" was most often the reason for not being "cleared as

filed" initially.

0 Many respondents who listed "Other" were determined to fall into

the "Traffic" category.
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0 Most often, when "Traffic" was cited, the more accurate reason was

incompatibility with "Traffic Arrival Flow" at the destination
airports.

Special Use Airspace, including ATC assigned airspace areas, did
not prove to be a significant system prohibition under this pro-
gram. The relatively few number of cases where "Special Use
Airspace" was cited can be easily accommodated through minor route
modifications. Most responses in this category were isolated to

the city-pairs of MIA-LAX and SFO-JFK.

* Controllers frequently, but unintentionally, contributed to system
problems and eventual impact to participants by reclearing flights
direct to destination without regard for arrival area fixes or,
where necessary, arrival flow fixes. In every case identified,
this "accommodation" caused problems later in the flight due to
arrival flow requirements and associated airspace constraints at
the destination ARTCC and, in some cases, the ARTCC adjacent to the
destination facility.

* Overall, pilot attitude regarding the utility of their RNAV
equipment was strongly skewed in a positive direction.

" The positive attitude toward RNAV expressed by pilots appears to
be influenced by their opportunity to use the equipment in flying
direct. However, the data indicate that other factors are involved
in shaping this attitude.

" The positive attitude toward RNAV expressed by pilots did not
appear to be influenced by their ability to save fuel.

712 INDIVIDUAL CITY-PAIRS

* Insufficient data from 12 of the 27 city-pairs limited detailed
analysis to 15 city-pairs.

" With three exceptions, the success rate between each city-pair
approximated the same pattern found for all city-pairs. These

exceptions were ATL-PIT, SFO-JFK, and CLT-LGA. It was determined
that even though flights between CLT-LGA were rerouted with more
frequency than flights between other city-pairs, they were still
able to fly most of the distance direct. No system impacts could
be identified for ATL-PIT, yet this city-pair had a low success

rate. With SFO-JFK, two system prohibitions were identified. One
was the joint-use restricted area (R-6405) west of Salt Lake City,
Utah, and the other involved incompatibility with traffic arrival
flow into New York. The latter problem was tracked to "controller
accommodation," however, and does not appear to be a limiting
factor.

* Results for each city-pair are summarized as follows:

ATL-SEA - Success rate was high; 95% flew more than 80% of the
distance direct. No system prohibitions were noted° However,
reports from Minneapolis ARTCC indicating conflicts *ith high
altitude arrivals into Denver warrant further investigtior.
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ATL-LAX - Success rate was very high; 100% flew more than 80% of
the distance direct. No system prohibitions were noted.

ATL-PIT - Success rate was lower than overall; 79% flew more than
80% of the distance direct. "Traffic" appears to be a system
prohibition. Further investigation is warranted.

ATL-BUF - Success rate was very high; 97% flew more than 80% of
the distance direct. "Traffic" was identified as a system prohi-
bition during the test period, but this may have been resolved
subsequently. Further investigation is warranted.

MIA-SFO - Success rate was high; 95% flew more than 80% of the
distance direct. No system prohibitions were noted.

MIA-LAX - Success rate was high; 96% flew more than 80% of the
distance direct. "Special Use Airspace" was initially identified
as a system prohibition, but was later resolved through route

modification.

MIA-ORD - Success rate was lower than overall; 85% flew more than
80% of the distance direct. "Weather" seemed to affect this
city-pair more than others. No system prohibitions were noted.

LAX-ORD - Success rate was very high; 100% flew more than 80% of
the distance direct. No system prohibitions were noted.

LAX-JFK - Success rate was very high; 100% flew more than 80% of
the distance direct. "Traffic" was identified as a system prohi-
bition. However, it was determined that this prohibition was
generated through "controller accommodation" and is resolvable.

IAH-JFK - Success rate was slightly lower than overall; 91% flew
more than 80% of the distance direct. No system prohibitions were
identified.

SFO-JFK - Success rate was lower than overall; 84% flew more than
80% of the distance direct. "Special Use Airspace" and "Traffic"
were identified as system prohibitions. Further investigation is
warranted.

JFK-SFO - Success rate was high; 95% flew more than 80% of the
distance direct. No system prohibitions were noted.

JFK-LAX - Success rate was very high; 100% flew more than 80% of
the distance direct. No system prohibitions were noted.

EWR-SFO - Success rate was high; 95% flew more than 80% of the
distance direct. No system prohibitions were noted. However,
reports from Minneapolis ARTCC indicating conflicts with high
altitude arrivals into Denver warrant further investigation.
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CLT-LGA - Success rate was high; 93% flew more than 80% of the
distance direct even though many flights were rerouted. No system
prohibitions were noted. Further investigation is warranted.

* Pilot altitude toward RNAV for each city-pair was generally

positive, with variations in degree apparent for those city-pairs
with a low success rate in flying direct. However, this pattern
was inconsistent, and the data strongly suggest that other factors

are involved in shaping pilot attitude.

" Available data for each city-pair appeared to indicate that saving
fuel did not influence pilot attitude.

720 OPERATION FREE FLIGHT FUEL SAVINGS

721 ALL CITY-PAIRS

* Out of the 529 questionnaires, 226 contained all requested fuel
information for an overall rate of return of 12% of the partici-
pating flights; minimum and maximum values by participating air-
lines were 10% and 22% respectively. As a result, most of the
analysis of the fuel data was confined to the aggregate data
received from all city-pairs.

* When fuel is saved by flying direct (great circle), the en route
fuel savings is relatively small but significant when accumulated.

* The arithmetic mean fuel savings was 185 gallons per flight. The
minimum and maximum values were - 1,216 gallons and +1,433 gallons.

* The documented fuel savings from Operation Free Flight participants
amount to 2.03% of the estimated fuel consumption via airways.

* The participating airlines are marginally successful in predicting
when fuel savings will accrue by flying the shortest distance, as

opposed to an airway route.

9 Most flights saved fuel, based upon the estimates of
consumption; however, 21.2% did not.

0 64.6% achieved 80% or more of their estimated fuel savings,
with 14.2% achieving somewhere between 1% and 79%.

* 21.4% of all flights that flew 100% of the distance direct,
as filed, achieved less than 1% of their fuel savings poten-
tial. Weather and upper winds were frequently cited by pilots
as reasons for not achieving their potential.

" The marginal difference between direct and via airways fuel

consumption in nearly all cases was not large. In many cases, the
difference was less than 500 pounds (75 gallons).
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722 INDIVIDUAL CITY-PAIRS

0 Too few questionnaires with fuel data limited detailed analysis to
three city-pairs. More general data was available between nine
city-pairs.

Average fuel savings per flight was wide-ranging between the
nine city-pairs listed below. Minimum and maximum values were
84 gallons and 287 gallons per flight; expressed as a percentage of
estimated airway consumption, the values were 0.8% and 4.9%.

" Fuel savings data indicate that, in-many cases, airway distance
is very close to great circle distance.

" Results for each city-pair are summarized as follows:

ATL-BUF - 3.3% of estimated airway fuel consumption was saved;
averaging 91 gallons per flight. 66.7% achieved 80% or more of
their estimated fuel savings potential, with 26.7% achieving less
than 1%.

MIA-LAX - 2.1% of estimated airway consumption was saved; averaging
234 gallons per flight. 66.7% achieved 80% or more of their esti-
mated fuel savings potential, with 18.2% achieving less than 1%.

MIA-SFO - 2.4% of estimated airway fuel consumption was saved;
averaging 227 gallons per flight. 50% achieved 80% or more of
their estimated fuel savings potential, with 22.7% achieving less
than 1%.

MIA-ORD - 1.9% of estimated airway fuel consumption was saved;
averaging 84 gallons per flight. 53.3% achieved 80% or more of
their estimated fuel savings potential, with 33.3% achieving less
than 1%.

LAX-JFK - 2.4% of estimated airway fuel consumption was saved;
averaging 287 gallons per flight. 72.7% achieved 80% or more of
their estimated fuel savings potential, with 9.1% achieving less
than 1%.

IAH-JFK - 4.9% of estimated airway fuel consomption was saved;
averaging 249 gallons per flight. 84.6% achievt- 80% or more of
their estimated fuel savings potential, with none achieving less
than 1%.

SFO-JFK - 2.1% of estimated airway fuel consumption was saved;
averaging 252 gallons per flight. 63.7% achieved 80% or more of
their estimated fuel savings potential, with 27.3% achieving less
than 1%.

JFK-SFO - 0.8% of estimated airway fuel consumption was saved;
averaging 118 gallons per flight. 70% achieved 80% or more of
their estimated fuel savings potential, with 30% achieving less
than 1%.
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EWR-SFO - 1.6% of estimated airway fuel consumption was saved;

averaging 255 gallons per flight. 80% achieved 80% or more than
their estimated fuel savings potential, with 20% achieving less
than 1%.

The data for MIA-LAX, MIA-SFO, and EWR-SFO show the same pattern
as found for "all city-pairs" when fuel savings is interrelated
with the various routing combinations. This strongly suggests that
the pattern indicated by the aggregate data is consistent between
each city-pair.
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730 ATC SYSTEM IMPACT

731 ALL CITY-PAIRS

" Overall, there was no adverse impact to the ATC system due to Operation
Free Flight from the standpoint of controller workload, NAS 9020 com-
puter processing demands, or the 9020 computer's ability to accurately
post flight progress strips within and between ARTCCs.

" In order to achieve departure/arrival flow compatibility, relatively
minor adjustments to departure or arrival area fixes were required in a
few cases. The need for adjustments did not impact the ATC system.

" During the evaluation, two types of en route airspace conflict were

identified, but neither was considered to be an impact.

732 INDIVIDUAL CITY-PAIRS

* Results for each city-pair are summarized as follows:

ATL-SEA - An en route airspace conflict with high altitude arrivals
into Denver was reported but not classified as an impact.

ATL-LAX - No ATC system impact.

ATL-PIT - No ATC system impact.

ATL-BUF - No ATC system impact.

MIA-SFO - No ATC system impact.

MIA-LAX - No ATC system impact.

MIA-ORD - No ATC system impact.

LAX-ORD - No ATC system impact.

LAX-JFK - An en route airspace conflict with departures from the
New York area and traffic flow in Cleveland ARTCC was
identified. This conflict was resolved through establish-
ment of a "flow" fix to augment the arrival area fix. All
subsequent conflicts were not the result of Operation Free
Flight; therefore, no ATC system impact was identified.

IAH-JFK - No ATC system impact.

SFO-JFK - The same type of en route airspace conflict as with LAX-JFK
was identified. Additionally, conflict with Special Use
Airspace was occasionally reported. Both are considered
resolvable; therefore, no ATC system impact was identified.
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JFK-SFO - No ATC system impact.

JFK-LAX - No ATC system impact.

EWR-SFO - The same type of en route airspace conflict as with ATL-SEA

was identified but not classified as an impact.

CLT-LGA - No ATC system impact.

ATL-SFO - No ATC system impact.

ATL-ORD - No ATC system impact.

SEA-ATL - No ATC system impact. However, the low participation rate

negates conclusive evaluation.

LAX-MIA - No ATC system impact.

LAX-ATL - No ATC system impact. However, the low participation rate
negates conclusive evaluation.

JFK-IAH - No ATC system impact.

ORD-MIA - No ATC system impact.

ORD-LAX - No ATC system impact.

ORD-EWR - No ATC system impact.

PIT-ATL - No ATC system impact. However, the low participation rate
negates conclusive evaluation.

BUF-ATL - No ATC system impact. However, the low participation rate
negates conclusive evaluation.

EWR-ORD - No ATC system impact.
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800 CONCLUSIONS

The major conclusions from Operation Free Flight are summarized in this
section. The data and analysis which support these conclusions are presented
in Section 600 and summarized in Section 700. Conclusions are organized under
each major objective from Section 400.

Objective 410 - Determine the feasibility of permitting the filing of
direct route flight plans without detailed route definition by examining
the rate of success in receiving direct route clearances (i.e., cleared
as filed), system prohibitions, and pilot altitude toward use of RNAV in
today's system.

A. The operational concept of filing great circle routes between
departure and arrival area fixes, at altitudes above FL 290, without
a series of waypoints between such fixes was determined to be feasi-
ble in a radar environment, providing the following are accomplished:

I. A means for determining and publishing the appropriate departure
and arrival area fixes for each terminal area must first be
developed and implemented. Additionally, in some cases, turn
points to avoid special use airspace and traffic flow points will
require identification and subsequent publication.

2. The handbook for controllers, FAA Order 7110.65B, will require
revision to permit and explain procedures for controllers use of
latitude/longitude coordinates within the domestic airspace to
identify nonadapted fixes in a route of flight.

3. Development of a new equipment suffix code to identify aircraft
with any type of area navigation capability, regardless of the
method of certification.

4. The Airman's Information Manual (AIM) will require revision to
explain the operational concept validated herein. This change's
scope will be related to #1 above.

B. The routes between certain city-pairs which were evaluated by
Operation Free Flight are considered to be validated based upon this
report's findings. These city-pairs and associated departure/arrival
area fixes should be proposed additions to the IFR Preferred Route
system, published in the Airport/Facility Directory. The following
city-pairs are considered validated:

ATL-SEA MIA-SFO JFK-IAH EWR-SFO
ATL-SFO MIA-ORD JFK-SFO EWR-ORD
ATL-LAX LAX-MIA JFK-LAX
ATL-ORD LAX-ORD ORD-MIA
ATL-PIT LAX-JFK ORD-LAX
ATL-BUF IAH-JFK ORD-EWR
MIA-LAX SFO-JFK CLT-LGA

Objective 411 - Determine the potential fuel savings which may be
realized by flying direct.

A. Frequent but prudent use of great circle routes should result in fuel
savings of approximately 2% over airway consumption. This evaluation
has shown that achieving fuel savings is a function of more than
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distance flown. Analysis of other variables, such as upper wind
vectors, air temperature, atmospheric pressure, power settings, and
gross weight, has to be conducted in conjunction with distance in
order to most effectively save fuel od1 any given flight. Moreover,
knowledge of departure and arrival traffic flows, especially for the
major hubs is essential for both obtaining an initial "direct" clear-
ance and avoiding subsequent reroutes which will probably offset fuel
savings gained en route.

B. Subject to A above, expanded application of the Operation Free Flight
operational concept has the potential to result in the following fuel
savings over airway consumption:

1. Commercial Aviation - 39,098,000+ gallons.

This estimate is based upon fuel consumed in CY 1979 by commercial

air carriers and does not include fuel consumed by other elements
of the industry, such as cargo carriers. It assumes that the
direct route selection rate of 36% which was determined by Opera-
tion Free Flight data will continue to be representative. The
basis for this calculation is the finding that 2.03% of airway
fuel consumption can be saved through frequent use of the Opera-
tion Free Flight concept.

2. General Aviation and Military - Due to lack of data concerning
the number of flights conducted at high altitude and their share
of total fuel cosumption, it was not possible to estimate fuel

savings potential.

Objective 412 - Determine ATC system prohibitions to direct route
clearances, if any.

A. Incompatibility with traffic arrival flows was the only significant
system prohibition identified. Special Use Airspace was a factor

predominately between two city-pairs but can be resolved through minor
route modification. ATC Assigned Airspace in the Positive Control
Area (PCA) did not prove to be a limiting factor during the test.

B. The impact of the foregoing "system prohibitions" was determined
to be relatively minor and correctable in each case. However, the
fact that some action will be required to negate the system prohibi-

tions is evidence that the National Airspace System, as currently
structured, cannot uniformly and continuously accept unrestrained
direct route flight without imposing restrictions. The establishment

of departure and arrival fixes, turn points, and arrival flow fixes
will be required in many cases to achieve compatibility with dense
traffic flows and avoid conflict with major Special Use Airspace
complexes. These requirements will not necesssarily apply in all
cases, however, as some great circle routes between cities are very
compatible with the flow of traffic and in some cases, such as with
STOL aircraft and helicopters, traffic flow compatibility is fre-
quently not desired.

Objective 413 - Determine ATC system impact of Operation Free Flight
in terms of:

413.1 - Controller workload;

413.2 - NAS 9020 computer processing demands;
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413.3 - NAS 9020 computer's ability to accurately post flight progress

strips within and between ARTCCs;

413.4 - Departure/arrival flow compatibility; and

413.5 - En route airspace conflicts.

A. There was no adverse impact on controllers with regard to workload.

B. There was no adverse impact with regard to the NAS 9020. In order
to reduce the use of latitude/longitude coordinates, however, it
appears appropriate to examine the feasibility of adapting in all
ARTCCs, the departure/arrival and flow fixes which serve major

airports and metroplexes. This would be an enhancement to the
controller in terms of machine entry and display, as well as strip
perusal.

C. Departure and arrival flow compatibility should be achieved once the
publication actions identified above are completed and users are
cognizant of appropriate fixes to use in their route of flight.

D. Potential en route airspace conflicts appear to be reduced in most
cases of direct routing. Airspace efficiency, as measured through
usage and flexibility, should increase proportionate to the number of
users having the navigational capability to deviate from the struc-
tured airway system. The relatively small number of areas where an
incompatibility exists between direct routings and airspace confi-
gurations can be compensated for by the ATC system without adverse
impact.
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APPENDIX B

DIRECT ROUTE FLIGHT PLAN OPERATIONAL EVALUATION
FACILITY QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Facility ______________ 2. Date_____________

3. Aircraft Identification_________________________

4. Was Aircraft Rerouted?

a. yes b. no -win-Skip to Question 7

5. Where was Aircraft Rerouted? ______________________

6. Why was Aircraft Rerouted? ______________________

a. weather d. system outage
b. traffic e. pilot request

c. special-use airspace f. other ___________

Explain _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

7. Was there any impact?

a. yes b. no -pmo-Skip to Question 9

8. What kind of impact?

a. computer d. airspace
b. workload e.traffic flow
c. procedural f: other ___________

Explain_______________________________

9. Commients _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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APPENDIX C

AIRPORTS AN4D ROUTES

1. ATL CHA 4713/11919 KWH SEA

*2. ATL VUZ 3815/11424 ILC 3800/11746 OAL.MOD3 SF0, or
ATL VUZ 3600/11452 BLD 3728/12057 MOD.140D3 SF0

3. ATL VUZ 3407/11546 TNP.DOWNEI LAX

4. ATL HCH 4033/8704 BVT BVT337 CGT CGT356 BEBEE ORD

5. ATL TYS 4001/8049 AIR V117 WISKE PIT

6. ATL TYS 4229/7916 DiCK DKKO20 WELLA BUF

7. ATL SPA 3940/7537 EWT.HARRYI EWR

8. ATL AHN 3456/8118 2Q11 CLT

9. ATL 2626/8135 LEILA.LEILA2 MIA

10. MIA SRQ 3157/10616 EWN 3407/11546 TNP.DOWNE1 LAX

*11. MIA SRQ 2837/8738 NEPTA 3600/11452 BLD 3738/12057 MOD.MOD3 SF0

12. MIA ORL 4033/8704 BVT BVT337 CGT CGT356 BEBEE ORD

13. SEA WIRTT 3538/11958 AVE.MOOR4 LAX

14. SEA RADDY 3503/8959 MEM.RMGI ATL

15. LAX BFL 4700/12223 WIRTT SEA (0930-1800L)
LAX SBA 5145 4700/12223 WIRTT SEA (1800-0930L)

16. LAX TRM 3335/11445 BLH 3157/10616 EWM 2836/8738 NEPTA 2724/8233 SRQ.LEILA2 MIA or

LAX TRM 3406/11441 PKE 3157/10616 EWM 2836/8738 NEPTA 2724/8233 SRQ.LEILA2 MIA

17. LAX TRM 3504/8959 MEM.RMGI ATL

18. LAX DAG 3604/11509 LAS 4109/8935 BDF BDF052 ORD235 VAINS ORD

19. LAX DAG 3604/11509 LAS 4154/7751 HOXIE 4104/7432 SAX V-36 ELLIS JFK

20. IAR LFK 3857/7521 TWIGG.KENY2 JFK

21. IAH JCT 3424/10544 CEARA 3800/11746 OAL.MOD3 SF0

22. SF0 LIN 3833/11801 MVA 2836/8738 NEPTA 2724/8233 SRQ.LEILA2 MIA

23. SF0 LIN 3833/11801 MVA 3503/8959 MEM.RMG1 ATL

24. SF0 LIN 3833/11801 MVA 4154/7751 HOXIE 4104/7432 SAX V-36 ELLIS JFK

25. SF0 LIN 3833/11801 MVA 4130/7758 SLT.SLTI EWR

26. SF0 LIN 3833/11801 MVA 3424/10544 CEARA 3036/9625 CLL IAH
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27. JFK RBV FLYPI 3011/9438 DAS IAH

28. JFK RBV 4113/10446 CYS 3800/11746 OAL.MOD3 SF0 or
JFK RBV 4113/10446 CYS 3728/12057 MOD.MOD3 SF0

29. JFK RBV BOGGE 3359/11451 BLD 3447/11627 HEC.DOWNEI LAX

30. ORD COVIE 2626/8135 LEILA.LEILA2 MIA

31. ORD WHETT 4014/7701 LIAR V-210 BUCKS PLL

32. ORD IOW 3559/11451 BLD 3447/11627 HEC LAX

33. ORD ELX 4130/7758 SLT.SLTI EWR

34. PIT BURGS 3442/8318 TOC.MACEY2 ATL or
PIT HACKS 3442/8318 TOC.MACEY2 ATL

35. BUF JHW 3442/8318 TOC.MACEY2 ATL

36. PHL PTW FLOAT 4058/8511 FWA FWA311 GCT097 COT CGT356 BEBBE ORD

37. CLT 3559/8031 CAVAD 3940/7537 EWT.PROUDI LGA or
CLT 3559/8031 CAVAD 3938/7518 OOD.PROUD1 LGA

38. EWR SBJ ETX 4113/10146 CYS 3800/11746 OAL.MOD3 SF0 or
EWR SBJ ETX 4113/10446 CYS 3728/12057 MOD.MOD3 SF0

39. EWR SBJ ETX 4058/8511 FWA FWA311 CGT097 CGT CGT356 BEBBE ORD

*Indicates change this revision.

Revised 7/20/81
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